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Abstract
Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SDOCT) is a high-speed, high
resolution imaging modality capable of structural and functional characterization of
tissue microstructure. SDOCT fills a niche between histology and ultrasound imaging,
providing non-contact, non-invasive backscattering amplitude and phase from a sample.
Due to the translucent nature of the tissue, ophthalmic imaging is an ideal space for
SDOCT imaging.
Structural imaging of the retina has provided new insights into ophthalmic
disease. The phase component of SDOCT images remains largely underexplored,
though. While Doppler SDOCT has been explored in a research setting, it has yet to gain
traction in the clinic. Other, functional exploitations of the phase are possible and
necessary to expand the utility of SDOCT. Spectral Domain Phase Microscopy (SDPM) is
an extension of SDOCT that is capable of resolving sub-wavelength displacements
within a focal volume. Application of sub-wavelength displacement measurement
imaging could provide a new method for non-invasive optophysiological measurement.
This body of work encompasses both hardware and software design and
development for implementation of SDOCT. Structural imaging was proven in both the
lab and the clinic. Coarse phase changes associated with Doppler flow frequency shifts
were recorded and a study was conducted to validate Doppler measurement. Fine phase
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changes were explored through SDPM applications. Preliminary optophysiology data
was acquired to study the potential of sub-wavelength measurements in the retina. To
remove the complexity associated with in-vivo human retinal imaging, a first principles
approach using isolated nerve samples was applied using standard SDPM and a depthencoded technique for measuring conduction velocity.
Results from amplitude as well as both coarse and fine phase processing are
presented. In-vivo optophysiology using SDPM is a promising avenue for exploration,
and projects furthering or extending this body of work are discussed.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Optical Coherence Tomography – Recent Developments
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has advanced dramatically in the short
period since its first application in medical imaging in the early 1990’s [2-5]. OCT is
based on the theory of low-coherence reflectometry, in which depth gating within an
imaging sample is accomplished by interfering light traversing variable pathlength
reference and sample arms of an interferometer. As the pathlengths match within the
coherence length, backscattered light from the two arms will interfere. This light is
detected and then processed to resolve reflectivity as a function of depth.
During the early years of OCT imaging, the pathlength scanning was
accomplished by moving the reference arm of the interferometer. As the reference arm
moves, scattering events in the sample arm pathlength matched to within a coherence
length of the reference arm pathlength interfere with the ideal reflection from the sample
mirror. Lock-in detection on the reference arm scanning frequency and subsequent
filtering of the serially detected signal resolve into back-scattered reflectivity profiles as
a function of depth. This method, known as Time-Domain Optical Coherence
Tomography (TDOCT) is directly limited by the sweep rate of the reference arm scanner.
High speed rapid scanning optical delay lines push this limit into the 1-5 kHz line rate
range [6].
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In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s, papers by Adolf Fercher at the University of
Vienna in Austria and colleagues at Nicolas Copernicus University in Poland pioneered
the implementation of Fourier Domain OCT (FDOCT) [7-10]. Fixing the reference arm
and utilizing a linear wavelength spectrometer rather than a serial photodetector, this
group was able to demonstrate line rates on the order of 10’s of kHz with image quality
comparable to that of time-domain OCT. Two implementations of FDOCT have evolved
from the initial experiments: Spectral Domain OCT (SDOCT), which utilizes a
spectrometer and a continuous source, and Swept Source OCT (SSOCT), which uses a
source capable of rapid scanning of a short linewidth across the full source spectrum
and a serial detector. Both have revolutionized OCT, transforming a technology that
developed in the late 1990’s as a biological application of telecom principles into an
established medical imaging technology.

1.2 Clinical Applications and Beyond
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography has been shown to be an
excellent technique for imaging human retinal structure with high resolution and high
speed in vivo [11, 12]. Doppler flow analysis using OCT has been successfully
implemented in time-domain OCT systems [13, 14] for endoscopic [15] and retinal flow
[16] characterization. Shortly after SDOCT was demonstrated in the retina, SDOCTbased implementations of Doppler and polarization-sensitive imaging were
demonstrated for high-speed imaging of both flow velocity and birefringence in retinal
2

tissue [17-19]. The rapid development and application of these techniques to
optophysiology could have a great impact on the noninvasive characterization of retinal
function.
OCT has been proven as a method for determining and tracking disease state in
the retina. Time domain OCT has been used to examine conditions including age-related
macular degeneration [20-24], macular edema [25-29], and diabetic retinopathy [24, 27,
30, 31]. This technology has provided a new set of observables for studying pathology,
including macular thickness, optic disc size, landmark (e.g. neovascular lesion)
topography, and retinal vessel size. Perhaps less well studied is the use of functional
OCT to study disease states. Doppler OCT has the potential to provide flow information
to aid in the diagnosis or characterization of diseases affecting the retinal vasculature.
Temporal observable changes, such as changes in thickness or flow rate, can also be used
to characterize disease state
The SDOCT system we have built [32] has been used to further the development
of more advanced OCT imaging techniques, including adaptive optics-based OCT,
which uses at least one deformable mirror and wavefront sensor to achieve near
isotropic resolution [33]. Much of our early work centered on development, adaptation,
and upkeep of this system. It has been used to image healthy subjects, but it has found
more interesting applications in the research of eye disease. Through collaborations at
the Duke University Eye Center, the SDOCT system has been used to study both
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glaucoma [34] and age-related macular degeneration [35-37]. This work has also
involved multiple types of image processing, one of which has led to both a publication
[37] and a US patent [38]. Figure 1 is a collection of optical coherence tomography
images that are representative of those acquired during the later stages of this work.
A

C

B

Figure 1: In-Vivo Human Retina SDOCT Images.
(A) 3D rendering of a 2.2 mm (512 depth samples) x 10 mm (1000 lines) x 10 mm
(100 frames) volumetric data set with inlay of the approximate scan region on a
fundus photo. (B) Rendered slices of the volume data set in (A). (C) Summed Voxel
Projection of the data set in (A) with a white line indicating the position of the B-Scan
shown below.
Much of my early work focused on developing both hardware and software for
SDOCT imaging systems. This included both implementation and continued
maintenance and support of installed systems throughout my years in graduate school.
Table 1 and Table 2 highlight the collaborations in which I have participated or
developed with Table 1 indicating those which have led to publications or patent filings.
As much of my work has been collaborative in nature, I have included results from
4

research in which I had a significant role but was not the first author (see Chapters 3, 4,
and 7).
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Table 1: Published Collaborations
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Table 2: Unpublished Collaborations
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1.3 From Prototype to Product
The commercialization history of optical coherence tomography technology is
interesting and starts in the late 1990’s. Time domain optical coherence tomography
(TDOCT), based on the interference of light from a sample arm and light from a moving
reference arm [39] was brought to market by Carl Zeiss Meditec (Dublin, CA) in the
form of an 840 nm-centered retinal TDOCT imaging system known as The Stratus™.
Lightlab Imaging (Westford, MA) and Imalux (Cleveland, OH) were the next market
entrants, showcasing products using a 1310 nm center wavelength. There was a lull in
the market in the early 2000’s as TDOCT proved useful for depth-selective imaging, but
the time necessary to acquire an image limited its application. Adolf Fercher and Maciej
Wojtkowski, et al. [8, 9] published on the use of an array-based parallel detection
scheme using that used a fixed reference arm and the Fourier transform to acquire OCT
data from all depths at once. Fourier Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (FDOCT)
revolutionized the OCT field, increasing the acquisition rate, which had been limited to
the sweep rate of the reference arm, to the line rate of a linear array detector. By 2004,
multiple companies were created to exploit this technology, primarily for ophthalmic
applications. These include Bioptigen, Inc. (840 nm HHP SDOCT, 840 nm CRS SDOCT,
840 nm Microscope SDOCT, 1310 SDOCT), Heidelberg Engineering (Spectralis™),
Michelson Diagnostics (VivoSight HHP™), Opko (OCT-SLO™), Optopol (SOCT
Copernicus HR™), Optovue (RTVue™), Thorlabs (OCP and OCS-series products, 930
nm SDOCT products, SR-OCT products), Topcon (3D OCT-1000™), and Zeiss
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(Visante™ and Cirrus™). Today, there are at least 14 companies producing OCT
products. Components, such as spectrometers or complete engines, as well as complete
OCT systems, are available for purchase. Table 3 - Table 11 contain a thorough analysis
of the commercial OCT system technology on the market today. Items marked in “[ ]”
are estimated or assumed based on market knowledge but are unconfirmed in the
available literature or marketing materials. “?” indicates the information is unknown
based on market knowledge or available marketing materials and would require handson time with the system to determine.
In the interest of full disclosure, it is important to note that I have worked with
Bioptigen in some form for the last three years, ranging from software consultant to
Senior Product Engineer. My work included spearheading the 510 (k) process for the
chin-rest scanner (CRS) system, developing software to aid in manufacturing and
quality assurance, and serving in both product development and project management
roles. I also have a financial interest in Bioptigen as a current employee and shareholder.
The three Bioptigen products are shown in Figure 2 below. Bioptigen’s product
line includes a hand-held probe, a tabletop clinical scanner, and an OCT microscope.
The hand-held probe is available in 840 nm and 1310 nm center wavelength versions, the
tabletop scanner is available at 840 nm, and the microscope is available at 1310 nm.
Multiple bores extend the flexibility of the hand-held probe unit with optics designed
specifically for telecentric scanning (useful for imaging the cornea or in vitro samples),
human retina, mouse retina, rat retina, and rhesus macaque retina. There is also an
arthroscopic bore for in-vivo imaging during laparoscopic procedures. The tabletop
9

system is capable of both retinal and, using an optional adapter, corneal imaging, while
the microscope is specifically designed for telecentric imaging.
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Table 3: Commercial OCT, Product Information.
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Table 4: Commercial OCT, Optical Design Focus and Target Models.
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Table 5: Commercial OCT, Technical Specifications.
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Table 6: Commercial OCT, Operation-Specific Parameters.
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Table 7: Commercial OCT, Software Features.
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Table 8: Commercial OCT, Analysis and Reporting Functions.
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Table 9: Commercial OCT, Additional Imaging Modes Included in System.
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Table 10: Commercial OCT, Computer Hardware and Packaging Specifications.
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Table 11: Commercial OCT, Regulatory and IP Coverage.
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Figure 2:: Commercial SDOCT product offerings from Bioptigen, Inc.
Bioptigen product line. (A) Hand-Held
Held Probe SDOCT system for imaging of
pediatric and animal models; (B)
B) Clinical scanner for corneal and retinal imaging; (C)
Microscope SDOCT system for imaging of sample preparations. Technology
developed during the course of this thesis aided in the design and development of the
chin-rest scanner system (B).
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2. Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography for
Retinal Imaging
2.1 Theory
In vivo OCT imaging of the living human retina has been performed for nearly
ten years [40]. Time domain optical coherence tomography (TDOCT) systems, while
capable of high axial and lateral resolution, are innately limited by the speed of
mechanical reference arm pathlength scanning. Recent advances in the development of
optical coherence tomography techniques based on spectral rather than scanning
interferometry have led to the development of Spectral Domain Optical Coherence
Tomography (SDOCT). Measuring reflections from all depths within a sample
simultaneously, SDOCT lends itself well to high speed imaging. Theoretical and
experimental comparisons [41] between SDOCT and TDOCT approaches have proven
that SDOCT systems exhibit up to 20dB higher SNR than TDOCT systems with similar
illumination parameters [42]. This technology has been used to acquire both structural
and functional images including high-resolution imaging of the fovea and optic nerve
head [11] as well as Doppler imaging of retinal blood flow [17, 43].
SDOCT is the direct spatial frequency analog to TDOCT. Rather than sample in
depth by sweeping a reference reflector, SDOCT uses a fixed reference mirror. Reflectors
in the sample arm will appear as frequency modulations on the spectrum. The
governing equation for SDOCT is:
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I ( k ) = S (k )[ Rr + ∑ Rs1 ( z ) Rs 2 ( z ) cos( k∆z ss ) + ∑ Rr R s ( z ) cos( k∆z rs )] [Eqn. 1]

Figure 3: Spectral Domain OCT signal formation.
(A) Array detector
detector-based SDOCT systems use a low-coherence
coherence light
source with light split to both reference and sample arms. Light returns from the
fixed reference arm, and scattered light returns from tthe
he sample arm. This light
is passed through a spectrometer and detected. The data acquired is in spatial
frequency space; through Fourier transform of the data (B), we can recover the
spatial information collected. Our axial resolution is still dependent upon
u
the
source center wavelength and bandwidth.
Where S(k) is the source spectrum, Rs and Rr are the reflections from the sample
and reference arms, respectively, ∆zss is the distance between reflectors in the sample,
and ∆zrs is the optical path length difference between a reflector in the sample arm and
the fixed reference reflector. The first term is a DC term, while the second is an
autocorrelation term resultin
resulting
g from interference between reflections within the sample
arm. The last term is of interest as it contain
containss the OCT interferometric term. The
heterodyne topography of an OCT system yields beating between the reference and
sample reflectors in this cross
cross-term.
m. The sample reflectivity is very low, so weak crosscross
22

terms between samples are often below the noise floor and are not seen in the OCT
image. The mixing between reference and sample arm light is what allows for imaging
of weak sample arm signals. This signal is then Fourier transformed to retrieve depthdependent reflectivity profiles of the sample.
The SDOCT signal is detected with a linear array detector in a grating-based
spectrometer (Figure 3). The resolution of the spectrometer is dependent upon the pixel
width—here defined as a rect(x) function—and the PSF of the spectrometer optics. The
spectrometer resolution, δrk, is defined by:

δ r k = rect ( x) ∗ PSF

[Eqn. 2]

Figure 4: SDOCT Fourier Transform properties.
To take a closer look at the limitations of the system, it is helpful to
examine the signal in both spatial frequency (A) and spatial distance (B) spaces.
In k space, the signal is represented by the DC term and interferometric signal
scaled by the source spectrum. This is then sampled with the lineshape of the
detector. The total spectral range is dependent upon the total spectral samples
and the spectral sampling interval. After taking the Fourier transform, the signal
consists of peaks at DC and positive and negative frequencies. The maximum
spatial distance is thus defined by the number of samples and the spectral
sampling resolution. The artifact at DC may be removed through subtraction of
reference frames, but the complex conjugate
issue is harder to solve.
23

The Gaussian PSF convolved with a rect(x) function yields a sinc(k) function
(Figure 4). The depth-dependent signal falloff in the system is directly dependent upon
the shape of the sinc(k) function [44, 45]. For an infinitely small pixel size, the falloff
would approach zero as the spatial rect(x) function would approach a delta function.
The spectral sampling interval, δsk, is dependent upon the pixel size, the number of
pixels, and the dispersion of the spectrum on the array detector.

δ s k = ∆ k full N

[Eqn. 3]

Here ∆kfull is the full spectral width and N is the number of pixels at the detector.
The maximum imaging depth, zmax, is is proportional to the spectral sampling interval,
δsk [42, 46, 47]:

zmax = 1 4δ s k

[Eqn. 4]

The 3dB falloff point is determined by the coherence function and the
spectrometer resolution, δrk:

z3dB =

2 ln[2]
δrk

[Eqn. 5]

δrk is directly dependent upon the grating used in the detection spectrometer.
The system sensitivity assuming a 50/50 fiber coupler is defined by [42]:

SNR =

[Eqn. 6]

Ps ⋅ R ⋅ ρ ⋅ τ
2e
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Ps is the power incident on the sample, R is the power reflectivity of the sample,
ρ is the detector responsivity, τ is the integration time, and e is the electron charge
constant. Figure 13 is a plot of the system sensitivity as a function of depth for a
standard 840 nm SDOCT imaging system.
The axial resolution of an OCT system is determined by the source parameters:
∆ 

 



∆

[Eqn. 7]

λ0 is the center wavelength and ∆λ is the full width at half-maximum wavelength
bandwidth. The resolution scales linearly with the index of refraction of the material
interrogated with the sample beam.
SDOCT images are generated by raster scanning the sample beam across the
surface of the sample. Each depth profile generated (A-scan or “amplitude”-scan) is
generated through a single integration period on the detector. A B-scan (or “brightness”scan) is composed of multiple A-scans collected at geometrically unique locations and
displayed as a two dimensional array of depth versus lateral position with reflectivity
mapped to the color scale (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: OCT image composition.
For each geometrically unique spot raster scanned by the sample arm scanning
system, an A- (amplitude) scan is generated (A). Each A
A-scan
scan represents reflectivity as
a function of depth. As the sample arm spot is scanned across the sample, multiple AA
scans are generated and built into a two
two-dimensional
dimensional array of lateral position versus
depth and reflectivity is then mapped to the intensity, forming a B
B- (brightness) scan
(B).

2.2 Design
From Figure 3,, the SDOCT system has 5 distinct components: the low coherence
source, the coupler, the reference arm, the sample arm, and the spectrometer. These
subsystems must each be designed to produce an SDOCT system that is tailored to
imaging the target sample.
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2.2.1 Light Source

Figure 6: Wavelength choice for OCT.
Wavelength regions have distinct trade-offs related to the sample being
imaged and the desired depth resolution. (A) Select tissue chromophores [48, 49] and
their absorption as a function of wavelength. Longer wavelengths have a much higher
absorption coefficient in water, effectively decreasing the penetration depth in
samples composed primarily of water or similar fluids (e.g. the eye); (B) and (C)
Depth resolution as a function of wavelength and source bandwidth. As the depth
resolution scales linearly with the source wavelength and is inversely proportional to
the square of the bandwidth, sources in the 800 nm region (B) have the potential for
much sharper depth resolution for similar bandwidths.
Figure 6 (A) highlights the two regions of choice for OCT: the 840 nm band and
the 1310 nm band. There are dips in the water absorption profile in these windows, and
as such are ideal for most tissue imaging. The extinction coefficient is higher at 1310 nm
than it is at 840 nm, and it proves incapable of imaging the retina in humans. The eye is
27

Figure 7: Three types of sources being used for SDOCT.
Very-high
high bandwidth sourc
sources, such as a Ti:Sapphire [1],, can have
bandwidths of a couple of hundred nm, but can cost upwards of $100,000.
Recent diode-based
based sources, such as the Broadlighter series from Superlum,
Su
are capable of bandwidths over 150 nm, but still can cost upwards of
$20,000. Lower bandwidth sources are also available from Superlum and
InPhenix.
essentially a one inch thick sphere of water and 1310 nm light cannot propagate through
this distance of water and back to provide a sufficient OCT signal. 840 nm light in the
near-infrared, however,, is much closer to the visible light region and propagates well
through the eye. Of note in 5 (A) is the difference in extinction coefficient in oxyoxy and
deoxy-hemoglobin
hemoglobin in the 750
750-780
780 nm region. To this end, broadband light sources with a
center wavelength
ength near the 840 nm region may be used in spectroscopic OCT studies in
which differential absorption is exploited as a contrast agent.
Per Eqn. 7, the center wavelength and the 3 dB bandwidth quadratically and
linearly affect the axial resolution. As tthe
he center wavelength moves towards the visible,
the coherence window decreases and the axial resolution increases. Figure 6 (B, C)
indicate the resolution as a function of bandwidth for 840 nm and 1310 nm sources. The
inverse relation
tion between bandwidth and resolution highlights the decreasing return for
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higher bandwidth. While bandwidth limits are often supplier-defined (the highest
superluminescent diode bandwidth being about 180 nm from Superlum, Inc.), ultra
broadband sources approaching 200 nm and higher force design decisions between
source cost and incremental increase in axial resolution. Figure 7 highlights three
sources typically used in SDOCT. The source in Figure 7(C) is a standard source for
SDOCT; the 50 nm bandwidth at 840 nm has qualitatively proven to provide a nice
balance between axial resolution and source cost.

2.2.2 Coupler
The coupler used to direct the light from the source to the reference and sample
arms is a key design choice. A typical coupling ratio is 50/50 which splits the power
evenly between the two output arms. This coupling ratio can be customized to modify
the power in each arm. This is useful when the source power is too high for the sample
in question. Retinal exposure limits require the power in the sample arm fiber be limited
below a certain level, and the coupling ratio is one way to accomplish this. Care must be
taken to select a fused fiber coupler that accommodates sufficiently broad bandwidth. A
beamsplitter cube may be used in free-space optical setups; in that situation, care must
be taken in selecting anti-reflection coatings on each face of the cube.
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2.2.3 Reference Arm
Per Figure 3, light from the coupler splits into reference and sample arms. In
SDOCT, the reference arm is fixed and typically consists of a collimating lens to collect
and direct light from the fiber tip, an objective lens to focus the light, and a mirror to
reflect the light back through the reference arm path. Additionally, the reference arm
may include water or other dispersion matching cells to physically compensate for
chromatic dispersion in the sample arm. The reference arm is also the typical location for
phase modulation via a piezoelectric transducer stack attached to the reference arm
mirror.

2.2.4 Sample Arm
Delivery of light onto the sample requires knowledge of the sample geometry
and optical path. Beam delivery might involve telecentric scanning of a spot over a
stationary sample, endoscopic imaging using a MEMs-based rotating scanner, or
catheter-based cardiac imaging via a forward-scanning tip. For retinal imaging, the
optics of the eye must be well understood and taken into account when designing the
scanning system.
The adult human eye is approximately 24 mm from corneal apex to the retinal
surface with a radius of curvature of 11 mm at the retina. The optical power of the
cornea and lens combined is approximately 60 diopters [50], and the dilated open
aperture of the pupil is 7 mm.
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Figure 8: Sample arm design for retinal scanning.
canning.
The SDOCT sample beam (A) is delivered first through a collimating lens (CL)
to a 2D scanning galvonometer pair, through a relay lens (RL) that forms an image
plane in front of the cornea, off of a dichroic hot mirror (DM), and through a
collimating
ng lens into the retina. (B) Fundus illumination and imaging as well as an
internal fixation target may be incorporated into the optical path through the dichroic
mirror (DM).
The scanning system in Figure 8 (A) consists of a collimating
imating lens to collect light
from the sample fiber and direct it to a two dimensional scanning galvanometer pair.
The light is then reflected off of a dichroic hot mirror and directed through a relay lens
that creates an image plane in front of the cornea
cornea.. The light is then collimated through a
+60 diopter lens and into the retina. The final objective has a working distance of about
19 mm, and the axial position may be modified for emm
emmetropic correction. The beam is
scanned through a pivot point located at the pupil plane to allow the widest scan angle
with minimal clipping at the pupil. This allows for undilated imaging with a minimal
pupil diameter of about 2.5 mm. Figure 8 (B) indicates additional functionality that may
be added to the sample arm to improve usability or utility of the device. These include a
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fundus illumination source and fundus camera as well as an internal fixation target to
guide patient gaze during imaging.

Figure 9: Retinal scanner,
r, internal fixation target design.
The image (A) is projected onto the model eye [51] retina (B)
( with a
magnification of 3.33. (C) Image formation on a flat plan in front of the retina, and (D)
image formation on the curved plane of the retina.
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Figure 10: Non
Non-sequential
sequential Zemax model of fundus illumination prototype.
(A) 2D and
nd (B) 3D renderings of non
non-sequential model. (C-D)
D) Illumination
patterns at planes (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively.

Figure 11: Partial model of SDOCT scanning system.
(A) Sequential Zemax model of the retinal imaging optics including the
second relay lens in the scanning system (i) and the objective lens (ii); (B) 3D model
of the imaging system; (C) Image formation on the retina; and (D) Spot on the retina.
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Figure 9 - Figure 11 are prototype designs for a retinal SDOCT scanning system.
Systems utilizing a design similar to that in Figure 11 were built and used in the Duke
University Eye Center under Dr. Cynthia Toth and the Doheny Eye Center under Dr.
David Huang.

2.2.5 Spectrometer
Light from the reference and sample arms mixes in the coupler and travels to the
spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of a collimating lens to collect light from the
fiber tip and a long focal length lens that, coupled with the collimating lens, serves as a
beam expander to modify the beam to fill the back aperture of a transmission diffraction
grating. Light from the grating is passed through a final objective to create a focused line
of wavelength as a function of lateral position. This line is incident on the detector plane
of a CCD. Light is integrated over a short period of time and read out as current through
the CCD and passed into the acquisition computer via a high-speed transmission
protocol such as Cameralink or gigabit Ethernet.
The efficiency of the spectrometer may be empirically determined through
measuring the total counts on the detector given:



 ∑ 
 


[Eqn. 8]
  



In Eqn. 8, ψ is the spectrometer efficiency, N is the total number of integrated
counts on the spectrometer, Pf is the power from the fiber tip going into the
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spectrometer, ND is the attenuation (in optical density) of any attenuation filters used in
the spectrometer, h is Planck’s constant, v is the frequency of the light, τ is the
integration time, η is the quantum efficiency of the camera, Vc is the voltage measured to
electrons created conversion factor, and Cc is the number of counts per volt conversion
factor. For the Atmel AViiVA M2 CL 2014 (e2V, Essex, UK) used throughout this work,
the Vc value is 5 µV/electron, Cc is 4096 counts/0.9 V, and η is 0.53. For an integration
time of 100 µs, the efficiency for the spectrometer design used through the majority of
this work was ψ = 0.388.
The spectrometer design used throughout the course of this work was developed
in collaboration with Zhilin Hu at Case Western Reserve University and is detailed in
Figure 12 (A). The wavelength range covered is 801 – 881 nm and the wavelength
resolution is 0.07 nm / pixel. This spectrometer was designed for a throughput of 64%,
indicating the spectrometer may not have been optimally aligned when determining the
empirical spectrometer efficiency. It is also possible that coatings on the lenses used
were not optimal, and may have reflected rather than transmitting some of the light
within the source wavelength range.
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Figure 12: SDOCT spectrometer design.
Spectrometer design in Zemax (A), developed in collaboration with Zhilin Hu,
Case Western Reserve University. This design covers 801-881 nm with 0.07 nm
wavelength resolution. This range accommodates a standard 50 nm SLD. (B)
Spectrometer efficiency as measured by total counts measured per dB attenuated
within the system. The total counts measured empirically indicates the spectrometer
has an efficiency of 39%.
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2.3 Validation
To confirm the operation of the SDOCT system, a fixed reference arm was used
in conjunction with a sample arm consisting of a mirror and an ND filter that was
stepped by fixed amounts via a micron adjustment translator. This method allows for
characterization of both falloff as a function of depth and maximum imaging depth
(Figure 13). The theoretical maximum sensitivity as defined by Eqn. 6 is 110 dB and the
theoretical axial resolution is 6.38 µm in air. The SNR measured at 200 µm from the zero
pathlength difference point was 107 dB and the axial resolution (defined by the FWHM
of the mirror peak) was 7.5 µm.

Figure 13: SDOCT system sensitivity.
Measured SDOCT system sensitivity as a function of depth. The theoretical
system sensitivity at zero pathlength difference is 110 dB for an integration time of
100 ms. Depth-dependent sensitivity falloff is dependent upon detector pixel size and
is complicated by dispersion mismatch between the reference and sample arms.
Spectral rescaling was used to correct for dispersion mismatch, yielding a depthdependent sensitivity falloff of about 15 dB over the entire imaging depth. The 3dB
falloff point is theoretically 1.3 mm and was experimentally measured to occur at 1.0
mm.
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Retina SDOCT imaging capability may be characterized by direct comparison
with histology (Figure 14). Each layer in the histology section may be mapped directly to
the SDOCT image, indicating that the SDOCT imaging system is able to resolve the
layers discovered in histology. The benefit of SDOCT is clear: non-invasive imaging with
tissue structure characterization approaching that of histology.

Figure 14: SDOCT image aligned with histology.
Validation of SDOCT image (B) resolution by comparison with histology (A).
Image parameters for (B) include: 1024 (axial) x 4000 (lateral) pixels, 4 mm scan length,
100 µs integration time, single frame (no averaging), λo=890 nm, and Δλ=140 nm (3.4
mm axial resolution in tissue). SDOCT image is from Zawadzki, et al. [52].

2.4 Implementation
We have developed a spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT)
system which builds upon previous work by using economical components, and
implementing rapid algorithms for real-time acquisition, processing, and display of
SDOCT images. The system uses a low-coherence superluminescent diode with a center
wavelength of 841.9 nm and a bandwidth of 49 nm, yielding a theoretical full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) axial resolution of 7.5 µm in air and 5.4 µm in tissue. Lateral
resolution is directly limited by the optics of the eye, and for the purpose of vessel
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diameter calculations is assumed to be 20 µm. Sample arm light is delivered to the eye
through a slit-lamp biomicroscope adapted for OCT with a scanning galvanometer pair
and relay optics for live patient imaging. Reference and sample arm light interfere on a
high speed line camera at the output of a custom high-throughput spectrometer. Custom
high-speed software (developed in collaboration with Bioptigen, Inc.) is used for realtime data acquisition, processing, display, and archiving. Figure 15(A) is a simple block
diagram of the acquisition process. Raw spectral data is acquired from a linear CCD
detector that samples approximately linearly in wavelength. This data is then processed
according to the chain in Figure 15(B). For time-sequential B-scan imaging, high-quality
512 (axial) x 1000 (lateral) pixel B-scans at user-selectable retinal positions and scan
lengths are acquired and displayed at 17 frames/sec.
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Figure 15:: SDOCT Acquisition, Processing, and Display Pipeline.
SDOCT signal processing pipeline. After a frame is acquired, the processing
chain moves
oves through: removal of zero pathlength artifacts, resampling from linear
wavelength to linear wavenumber, phase
phase-based
based dispersion compensation, Fast
Fourier Transform, phase
phase-based
based processing (such as Doppler), and finally scaling for
display.

2.4.1 Visualization
For volumetric imaging, blocks of B
B-scan
scan data acquired while raster scanning the
OCT beam are acquired and used to construct “OCT fundus” images (Figure 1(A))
calculated from the maximum intensity axial projection of the volumetric datasets. OCT
fundus images are also updated in real time as B-scan
scan frames are acquired with up to 2
fundus images/sec for 100 x 100 pixel raster volumes [53, 54]. Figure 16 is an application
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of volume rendering to visualize the extent of pathology within the context of the
surrounding tissue.

Figure 16: Volume visualization to highlight pathology.
Patient with advanced macular degeneration exhibiting subfoveal choroidal
neovascularization. (A) Marked image indicating extent of pathology; (B)
Corresponding OCT fundus image; (C) Representative scan locations on a traditional
fundus photo; and (D) 3D Renderings of a 12 mm (elevation) x 12 mm (azimuth) x 2
mm (depth) volume with cut-aways advancing from inferior to superior (Ci-Civ)
through the lesion.

2.4.2 Advanced Image Processing
Image processing techniques that are successful in alternate modalities that
experience speckle such as ultrasound are applicable to SDOCT. Averaging multiple B-
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scans removes decorrelated speckle and improves image SNR by a factor of

where N

is the number of images averaged. In retinal SDOCT, however, patient motion can
greatly reduce the efficacy of averaging images as head motion or changes in fixation
may adjust the position of the tissue within the imaging frame. Figure 17 shows the
effect of averaging a collection of 200 SDOCT frames acquired at the same location (A)
and the same stack after a cross
cross-correlation-based
based rigid body stack registration (B). There
is a clear improvement in image quality in the registered
ed frame as none of the blurring
associated with patient motion is evident.

Figure 17: Image registration and averaging.
(A) Average of 200 frames of retinal data; and (B) Average of 200 frames of
retinal data that have been rregistered using a rigid-body cross-correlation
correlation method.
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Figure 18: Image warping as an aid to manual image segmentation.
This method requires the user to manually mark the retinal pigment epithelial
layer on the original image (A). The software then fits a polynomial to the surface and
shifts each A-scan to match the curvature of the polynomial (B). This method allows
narrow-window volume intensity projections (intensity projections over a limited
depth range rather than the entire imaging depth), which may be used to highlight
layer-specific structure.
Figure 18 highlights an additional image processing step that may be useful in
extracting information from retinal SDOCT data. The algorithm requires the user to
manually mark the retinal pigment epithelium layer. After marking, a polynomial is fit
to the marked points, and each A-scan is shifted based on the shape of the polynomial to
flatten the image to the retinal pigment epithelium. This may be used to extract
windowed intensity projections across subsets of the retina.
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Figure 19:: Automated retinal thickness measurement.
Automated retinal thickness measurement (A) p
process
rocess and (B) resultant image.
The process involves peak det
detection
ection to find the retinal pigment epithelium layer
(RPE, green),
), flattening to the RPE, and then using a gradient filter method to extract
the location of the inner limiting membrane (yellow)..

Figure 20: Automated drusen segmentation.
Automated drusen (yellow) segmentation in an unaveraged (A) and averaged
(B) retina image.
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Figure 19 and Figure 20 highlight more advanced image processing algorithms
applied to full retinal thickness measurement and pathology-specific measurements.
This work was completed by undergraduates Amy Motomura and Stephanie Chiu,
respectively.

2.4.3 Further Applications of SDOCT
SDOCT imaging technology has been applied to models other than humans.
Specifically, the SDOCT scanner developed for human retinal imaging was used at the
Duke University Eye Center to image pig retinas. A hand-held probe prototype created
at Duke and further developed by Bioptigen, Inc. was used to image mouse retina with
the help of Cathy Bowes Rickman and Goldis Malek of the Duke University Eye Center.
Highlighting the extensibility of the system, adaptations to the sample arm allow for
SDOCT imaging of multiple animal models and tissue types while holding constant all
other parts of the system.
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Figure 21: Mouse retina imaging with SDOCT.
(A) Averaged image of multiple mouse retina images; (B) 3D render of mouse
retina volume; and (C
(C-E)
E) Volume intensity projections through the mouse retina
volume. (C)
C) Intensity projection through full volume; (D) Choroidal vessels below the
retinal pigment epithelium layer; and (E) intensity projection of layers above the
retinal pigment epithelium.
Chapters 3-44 cover in more detail the application of retinal SDOCT imaging
i
to
human clinical research. Chapter 3 explores the use of SDOCT in imaging age-related
age
macular degeneration, while Chapter 4 addresses the applicability to glaucoma.
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3. Retinal Imaging in Age-Related Macular Degeneration
The following research on age-related macular degeneration [37] was primarily
conducted by Dr. Marcin Stopa, formerly of the Duke University Eye Center, under the
guidance of Dr. Cynthia Toth, the Principle Investigator on the project. OCT hardware
development efforts in the Izatt lab and software development conducted at Bioptigen
enabled the study. New image processing techniques were developed with Dr. Stopa
[38] and implemented in this study.
Clinicians and researchers continue to need better methods to gather biologically
relevant data on retinal disease and in vivo pathology. There exists no satisfactory
method to localize focal in vivo pathology that correlates with function. Retinal imaging
with optical coherence tomography (OCT) has improved over the past decade and
yields cross-sectional images of retinal morphology [20, 24, 55-58]. Although clinicians
are able to define pathologies on retinal OCT cross-sections based on previous
clinicopathologic correlation, this cross sectional information is viewed separately and
not integrated with conventional fundus imaging such as color photography and
angiography. Although thickness data calculated from cross-sectional scans have been
converted and interpolated into surface maps of the macula or of nerve fiber layer
thicknesses, these maps rely on location of scans as judged by fundus video images or
on fixation. Consequently they lack annotation and precise localization of focal
pathology.
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Due to this quick acquisition, there is less eye movement during the SDOCT scan
and thus a more stable image with a significant decrease in undulation of the image
caused by patient motion. Also because of speed, a stack of 100 cross-sectional scans can
be acquired in the time normally used to gather 6 low scan density cross sectional scans
of the macula on a time-domain system. The image stack across the macula can be
processed to produce a three dimensional representation of structures [59].
It is possible to collapse three-dimensional OCT volumes along the depth
axis to form a two-dimensional plane using algorithms to calculate a single
representative pixel intensity along each line in the projection. Such a technique of
obtaining an en face picture from 3D volumes of optical coherence tomograms was
described by Jiao et al. [54] and can be referred to as a summed voxel projection (SVP)
(Figure 22). The SVP technique, however, does not show relevant pathologies because
much information is lost in the summing of the pixels in the collapsing process.
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Figure 22: SVP Image Creation.
A summed voxel projection (SVP) fundus image (top) was created by
collapsing along the z-axis of a three-dimensional volume (bottom). This is not a
fundus photograph but a surface projection (virtual picture) created by collapsing the
three-dimensional volume on the z-axis. The three-dimensional volume was created
from 100 B-scans (middle). Because of the speed of spectral domain optical coherence
tomography, the 100 scans were obtained in 6 seconds. In the collapsed SVP image, a
single B-scan (middle) projects to a line of data (curved arrow) in the surface/sum
projection (top).
This report demonstrates a method to delineate, extract and preserve different
pathological changes that are recognized on retinal cross sections obtained from patients
with retinal disease. In these examples, the patients have neovascular and nonneovascular AMD. With this method, the delineated pathology remains visible through
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the summation process. Thus the lateral location of pathology is precisely maintained
relative to retinal vasculature on fundus images produced with the SVP technique. This
translates cross-sectional OCT-imaged pathology into representation that can be
compared to conventional en face fundus imaging such as fundus photography or
angiography.

3.1 Methods
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Duke Institutional
Review Board. Study subject consented to participate in a study of SDOCT imaging of
retinal disease using a SDOCT system developed by our laboratory, and refined for
macular imaging in AMD in collaboration with Dr. Cynthia Toth of the Duke University
Eye Center (DUEC). Subjects also consented to investigator access to ophthalmic records
including other ophthalmic imaging studies performed at DUEC.
The SDOCT light source is a superluminescent diode (SLD) from Superlum, Ltd.
with central wavelength of 840-nm and bandwidth of 49-nm, yielding a theoretical axial
resolution of 6.3 µm in air or 4.6 µm in tissue. The power incident on the patient’s
cornea is roughly 500 µW, which is well below the ANSI extended exposure limit of 700
µW for 8 hours [60]. Each A-scan covers approximately a 20 micron diameter site as
defined by the spot size of the imaging beam, which is limited by the optics of the eye.
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Figure 23: Marked SDOCT Images Correlated with Other Modalities.
Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) B-scan of the right
eye of Patient 1 through the fovea (A) and across subretinal fluid (C) demonstrates the
markings principle. Borders of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) (red), cystoid
macular edema (CME) (yellow), macular edema without cysts (green), and subretinal
fluid (blue) were delineated on each scan. The summed voxel projection (SVP) (B) of
OCT data plus the color marking (faint color) displays the location of all marked
pathologic features integrated in one en face picture. The color-delineated SVP image
is coregistered with a fluorescein image (D) and a full-arcade microperimetry test
pattern (E). The overlay en face image shows the extent of CNV (red), CME (yellow),
macular edema without cysts (green), and subretinal fluid (blue) relative to
hyperfluorescence in the angiogram. For this eye, early hyperfluorescence by
fluorescein angiography corresponded with the CNV area on the en face image from
SDOCT. Subretinal fluid was not distinctly visible on the angiograms (through 6
minutes). From microperimetry and angiographic overlay, macular edema by SDOCT
extended 1 disk diameter beyond the margins of the CNV (D) and corresponded
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closely with areas of no response to the brightest Goldmann 3 stimulus by
microperimetry (E). The box outlines denote the boundary of SDOCT B-scans.
In each eye, a retinal area of 10 x 10 mm or 12 x 12 mm was imaged in 5.8
seconds in a series of 100 horizontal SDOCT scans containing 1000 A-scans in each Bscan. This produced 100 B-scans with oversampling along the horizontal scan and 80 to
100 microns spacing between scans in elevation. Bioptigen SDOCT software (version 1.2,
Bioptigen Inc., Durham, NC) was used for all image capture. In addition to imaging the
macula, the series of scans included the temporal border of the disc and the temporal
arcades. In several eyes two patterns of additional scans were captured: first the scans
followed the same sampling as above except that they were oriented 90 degrees to the
horizontal, second a 5 mm by 5 mm area was imaged with 200 horizontal B-scans of 500
A-scans each, resulting in 25 micron spacing between scans. Each image set was
captured in 5.8 seconds.
The stacks of horizontal SDOCT B-scans were imported to ImageJ software (Java
version of NIH Image) [61]. Each of the SDOCT imported images was initially evaluated
by ophthalmologists for the presence and location of pathology. Subsequently, the
ophthalmologists or a supervised research associate trained in OCT reading and
annotation methods, delineated the pathology on Image J stacks using standard
techniques. Retinal pathology visible on OCT was marked as follows (see Figure 23 and
Figure 24 for examples of the color marking):
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•

Margin of CNV at the RPE (red): the site of interruption of the normal RPE reflex
at the edge of a subretinal lesion that was not a drusen, a PED or geographic
atrophy.

•

Margin of pigment epithelial detachment (PED) at the RPE (orange): the margins
of elevation of the RPE for a lesion greater than that of the largest soft drusen.

•

Cystoid macular edema (yellow): intraretinal rounded lesions of greater than 10
contiguous pixels of low reflectivity, not in a vertical line (not a shadow).

•

Macular edema without cysts (dark green): thickening of the retina relative to
adjacent area

•

Margins of subretinal fluid (blue): areas of very low reflectivity between the
photoreceptors and the RPE

•

Horizontal extent of drusen cross section (magenta): small elevations of the
pigment epithelium consistent with drusen and not reaching the size of PED.

•

Horizontal extent of cross section of fine, indistinct drusen (teal green): very
small elevations of the RPE that were too small to show a definite lesion beneath
the RPE.

•

Horizontal extent of geographic atrophy (light purple): areas of transmitted high
reflectivity deeper into the choroid with well-defined margins
Further processing in ImageJ included rotating the volume of data and

calculating the summed pixel intensities along each depth profile. The OCT images were
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in grayscale, while all annotation was in color and thus was visible in the SVP in contrast
to the grayscale summed OCT data (Figure 23(B)). The resulting en face images had a
resolution of 1000 pixels horizontally and 100 pixels vertically, therefore it was stretched
vertically by factor 10 to obtain a square image of 1000 by 1000 pixels that represented a
fundus image of the 10mm by 10 mm retinal block scanned with color markings
preserved. The contrast of the retinal vessel pattern and the intensity of the color
annotations were improved by enhancing contrast and color of the SVPOCT images.
Using either Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Photoshop version 7.0, Adobe Systems,
San Jose, CA), GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP version 2.2, Free Software
Foundation Inc., Boston, MA), or ImageJ UnwarpJ plugin (UnwarpJ, Biomedical
Imaging Group-Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Switzerland) to overlay
and align images, the en face SVPOCT image with preserved color markings was
superimposed on fundus images from other studies using vascular landmarks for
alignment and warping of the SVP as required to match up the retinal vascular patterns.
The color annotation and margins of the overlay were left intact as the grey image layer
of the SVPOCT was deleted to leave the color annotation aligned over the fundus image
and data of the other studies. The other retinal studies included: color fundus
photographs, fluorescein angiograms, autofluorescence imaging (Heidelberg Retina
Angiograph 2, Heidelberg Engineering, Smithfield, RI) and microperimetry testing (MP1, Nidek, Freemont, CA). The microperimetry testing was performed with using
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Goldman 3 size white light test object with 4-2-1 step testing. The retinal sensitivity
recorded was the highest number of decibels of neutral density filtering at which the
patient still responded. Zeroes with filled blocks meant no response to the brightest
illumination.

3.2 Results
In a series of 12 eyes with AMD, components of the macular lesions were imaged
in cross section with SDOCT and the information was annotated in color on the scans,
transferred into two-dimensional en face images and correlated with other clinical data.
These techniques were useful to identify and mark neovascular (5 eyes) and nonneovascular (7 eyes) AMD lesion components, including drusen, geographic atrophy,
pigment epithelial detachment, subretinal and intraretinal fluid, and thickening or
thinning of retinal layers, as demonstrated in Figure 23 - Figure 26. Six of these 12 eyes
were phakic with mild to notable cataracts present in these eyes. In this series, SDOCT
imaging was not prevented by cataract. Examples of the method of preserving
localization of pathologic features for en face image correlation are shown below:
Patient 1. A 69-year old female with age related macular degeneration and
subfoveal choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in the right eye presented with continued
decrease in visual function and acuity (20/100) 6 weeks after a single injection of 0.3 mg
pegaptanib sodium (Figure 23). An unmarked stack of 100 SDOCT scans could be
collapsed along the z-axis to create the summed voxel projection (Figure 22). The
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pathologic findings were marked on each B-scan in the SDOCT stack and then the same
process was repeated producing an en face image from the OCT scans and showing the
extent of CNV, cystoid macular edema, macular edema without cysts and subretinal
fluid (Figure 24(B)). In this eye, early hyperfluorescence on fluorescein angiography
corresponded with CNV area on en face image from SDOCT, but subretinal fluid was not
visible on the fluorescein angiogram imaged out to 6 minutes (Figure 25(A)). In contrast,
both macular edema and subretinal fluid were mapped from SDOCT to areas extending
many hundreds of microns beyond the margins of the CNV visible on the fluorescein
angiogram (Figure 25(A)). These areas of subretinal fluid had not been appreciated
during retinal examination with slit lamp biomicroscopy of this patient. Both retinal
thickening and subretinal fluid corresponded closely with areas of poor retinal function
on microperimetry (no response to the brightest Goldmann 3 stimulus, Figure 25(B)).
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Figure 24: Pathology Color Markings.
The summed voxel projection of optical coherence tomography data with
overlay of color markings for the right eye of Patient 2 (A). The solid yellow line
delineates the site of the spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) Bscan that passes through site 1 from Figure 25, A and B (C). The elevated drusen has
unusually high reflectivity at the inner surface that extends into the overlying retina
and may represent migrated pigment. Hyperpigmentation is seen at this site on the
color photograph (Figure 25 A). The dotted yellow line delineates the site of the
SDOCT B-scan that passes through site 2 from Figure 25, A and B (D). Drusen are also
visible at site 2 with unusual internal contrast with hyperreflectivity of approximately
one half of the drusen. Autofluorescenceimage with overlay of all markings (B).
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Patient 2. A 72-year old female with bilateral drusen and geographic atrophy
presented with a decrease of vision in the right eye for 4 weeks. Her visual acuity was
20/40 in the right eye. The patient has multiple large drusen in the macula: some drusen
are soft, some confluent with pigmentation, few are intensely autofluorescent and some
stain with fluorescein dye (Figure 25 (C,D)). In the SDOCT image one can differentiate
size of distinct, discrete and indistinct, coalesced drusen and geographic atrophy (Figure
24). Because a cross section of each druse could be compared focally to the
corresponding site in the autofluorescence map, we identified the cross-sectional
patterns of drusen at the two most prominent sites of anomalous increase in
autofluorescence (arrows Figure 25 (B)). At site #1, the increased autofluorescence
corresponded to a drusen with high reflectivity at the inner surface and high reflectivity
extending into the overlying retina (Figure 24 (C)). At site #2, in contrast, the increased
autofluorescence corresponded to an unusual OCT reflectivity pattern within the druse
(Figure 24 (D)). On SDOCT, there was focal increased reflectivity within the druse in half
of its cross section, while the other half had a more normal lower reflectivity. At this site,
there was no overlying increase in reflectivity within the retina.
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Figure 25: Fundus Images from Other Modalities.
Retinal images, including a Heidelberg autofluorescence image (Heidelberg
Engineering, Smithfield, RI) (B) and fluorescein angiograms (C, D), of the right eye of
Patient 2 enlarged to show drusen and geographic atrophy. Color fundus photograph
is dim due to cataracts (A). The intensely autofluorescent site (site 1; arrow) on the
autofluorescence image was not fluorescent on the fluorescein angiograms (C, D) and
corresponded to a small intraretinal reflective lesion on the corresponding spectral
domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) scan (Figure 24 C). This spot was
surrounded by a progressively hyperfluorescent site on the fluorescein angiograms
(C, D) consistent with soft drusen, which is also apparent on the SDOCT scan (Figure
24 C) as a retinal pigment epithelium elevation that extends beneath and beyond the
smaller intraretinal reflective lesion. Another intensely autofluorescent site (site 2) is
shown on the autofluorescence image (B) and corresponds to a site of
hypofluorescence on the fluorescein angiograms (C, D). It corresponds to unusual
drusen on the SDOCT image (Figure 24 D). These sites are also shown on the fundus
photograph (A). SDOCT B-scans from these sites are shown in Figure 24, C and D.
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Although this patient had cataracts which dimmed the color photographic
images of drusen and GA (Figure 25 (A)), the borders of drusen and geographic atrophy
were still clearly discernible in the SDOCT scans (Figure 24 (C,D)). This is because the
OCT imaging was based on a change in location of signal (elevation of reflectivity at site
of drusen or deeper extent of high reflectivity at sites of geographic atrophy) unlike the
color photographs that depend on contrast of yellow color of drusen to darker adjacent
tissue. Although overall OCT signal could be decreased due to cataract, the location of
signal from elevated drusen remains unchanged.
The development of effective scanning protocols is a non-trivial problem and has
been previously explored in the literature [27, 40, 59]. In the examples above, 100 lateral
scans covered a 10 x 10 mm area and thus the SVP images had lower vertical sampling
density (from inferior to superior arcade) of 100 pixels of 20 microns in diameter across
10-12 mm (80 to 100 microns between samples), as opposed to horizontal sampling
density of 1000 pixels of 20 microns in diameter across 10-12 mm (overlapping
sampling). These sampling conditions can be adjusted to improve sampling density and
thus resolution of the scan so as to capture focal pathology such as drusen with the same
short duration of data capture. To improve the vertical scan density we captured a
greater number of scans over a smaller area (200 frames of 500 A-scans each, over a 5 x 5
mm scan area) over the same short capture time of 5.7 seconds to improve the SVP
images and transverse sampling of drusen. When compared to the lower density scan
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pattern of the 10 x 10 mm scans, the higher density scan pattern provided better
resolution of the pattern of small retinal vessels in the SVP image which allowed us to
align macular images with corresponding retinal data without requiring imaging of
larger vessels of the arcades for overlay (Figure 26 (A,C)). In addition, using the image
processing methods described above, one could readily identify small to moderate size
drusen to overlay with fundus data (Figure 26(B,D)). With both methods of SDOCT
scanning in eyes with non-neovascular AMD and drusen on clinical examination, focal
subretinal fluid was found on SDOCT analysis at the fovea over the drusenoid PED
(Figure 26(F)). This was not identified on FA (Figure 26(E)) or conventional OCT scans.
In neovascular AMD, the SDOCT-imaged pathology corresponded to areas
where no specific pathology was visible on conventional digital fluorescein
angiography. In addition, the SDOCT-mapped pathology corresponded with sites of
pronounced decrease in retinal sensitivity. In the three patients with subretinal fluid, the
full extent of subretinal fluid was not appreciated on digital fluorescein angiography but
was readily mapped from the SDOCT (Figure 24(A)). Although retinal thickening or
subretinal fluid could have been appreciated in examination of stereo color photographs
or stereo fluorescein angiograms, differentiating subretinal fluid from intraretinal
thickening would be difficult with these methods [62, 63]. The area of intraretinal cysts,
mapped from the SDOCT correlated with late faint hyperfluorescence in each eye. Very
poor retinal sensitivity on microperimetry (no response to the brightest stimulus)
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extended across not only the extent of CNV complex in 3 eyes, but also across the areas
of intraretinal cysts, subretinal fluid and intraretinal thickening (Figure 23 (B)).
In non-neovascular AMD, discrete and indistinct, coalesced drusen and
geographic atrophy identified on SDOCT could be superimposed on color fundus
photographs and on autofluorescence imaging (Figure 27). Different patterns of drusen
were identified on the SDOCT scans and unusual patterns of high reflectivity within
drusen or extending into the retina over drusen appeared to correlate with increases in
autofluorescence in this pilot series. In 2 eyes, very small foci of low reflectivity that may
represent subretinal fluid was seen in eyes with coalescent soft drusen and drusenoid
PED. This was not suspected prior to the SDOCT scan (Figure 26(F)).

3.3 Discussion
Direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy, fluorescein angiograms and other tests
provide clinicians with en face images of the retina. Clinical diagnosis, research and
therapy ranging from analysis of high risk drusen in epidemiologic studies to laser
therapy are based on the location of abnormalities within en face fundus images. Thus,
for clinical trials and clinical care it is important to integrate the novel increasingly
precise SDOCT data with the large body of conventional clinical data gathered from en
face imaging.
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Figure 26: Warped, Marked SVPs Overlaid on Color Fundus Photos.
Summed voxel projections (SVPs) and outlines of marked pathologic features
warped to a color fundus photograph of the right eye of a patient with
nonneovascular age-related macular degeneration. The SVPs were created by
summing through the retinal pigment epithelium only, for better visualization of
retinal vasculature. The SVP of the 10 x 10-mm spectral domain optical coherence
tomography (SDOCT) scans has less resolution of small retinal vessels (A) than the
SVP of the 5 x 5-mm SDOCT scans (C). The resolution of small retinal vessels in C is
useful for overlay and correlation with retinal images. Outlines of marked drusen and
drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment (PED) (black) and subretinal fluid (blue)
created from a stack of SDOCT Bscans were warped to a color fundus photograph for
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overlay with the 10 x 10-mm scan (B) and the 5 x 5-mm scan (D). Outlines were created
using the same methodology as in Figure 3, but the borders of the marked drusen and
subretinal fluid were outlined (rather than keeping the solid color annotation) using
Adobe Photoshop (version 7.0; Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) to facilitate
visualization of the underlying fundus photograph. Fluorescein angiogram taken at 4
minutes 16 seconds (E). The yellow lines in B, D, and F delineate the location of an
SDOCT B-scan that shows focal subretinal fluid at the fovea above drusenoid PED
(F).
Combining scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) with OCT (SLO/OCT)
attempts to address this issue [64-67]. The images produced in SLO and OCT channels
are in strict pixel-to-pixel correspondence. However this is a time domain not spectral
domain system, and thus is relatively slow (2 frames per second). Fundus images from
the SLO channel even though of high transverse resolution, are able to show only
superficial changes registered by SLO channel [65]. Deeper layers with possible
clinically relevant lesions are visible in transverse C-scans [68]. Unfortunately C-scans
show successive concentric inner and outer layers due to curvature of the eye. Therefore
real borders of the potential lesion can exceed those visible at one particular C-scan. As a
consequence, superimposed C-scan images on fluorescein angiograms, as described
previously [65-67], do not necessarily show real extension of the lesions in relation to
angiographic findings. Furthermore, images of a lesion from a C-scan may be more
difficult to define and interpret than images from a B-scan, even for an experienced
clinician.
Spectral domain OCT enables one to perform a large number of scans over a
selected region of retina and to rapidly collect a large quantity of clinically important
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data. Until now, the data within the scans was not integrated with information on exact
location and extension of the pathology on a conventional fundus image. Although it is
possible to create three-dimensional retinal images that allow visualization of retinal
microstructures (video image) [33], this method is challenging for several reasons. First,
the 3D stack is a large dataset and thus difficult or slower to transfer and requires more
storage space in a clinical setting compared to 2D images. Second, the 3D images are not
aligned with other fundus data, such as angiograms, etc., and thus are viewed in
isolation. Third, clinicians are used to working with en face images and have evidencebased interventions developed from analysis of en face datasets.
Converting a stack of SDOCT B-scans to C-scans has the same limitation as
described above for SLO/OCT systems. The plain summed voxel projection as described
by Jiao at al. [54], that results in a fundus image produced by collapsing three
dimensional volumes to a two dimensional plane along the depth axis, clearly loses most
information that might be relevant for the diagnosis and therapy. Segmenting fewer
layers from a 3-dimensional OCT image and then collapsing into the summed voxel
projection may preserve more pathologic features, but delineation of pathologic features
is still degraded in contrast to the full 3-dimensional dataset. This process is complex
due to the curvature of the layers of interest. In our experience, even though borders of
highly reflective large lesions such as subretinal scars are identifiable on plain SVP
images, less prominent features such as cysts, edema, subretinal fluid, and drusen are
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not visible. This is because most information is lost when a stack of unmarked B-scans is
averaged along the depth axis to calculate a single representative pixel along each line.

Figure 27: Conventional Images from Patient 1.
Conventional retinal images of the right eye of Patient 1. Color fundus
photograph (A), fluorescein angiogram images taken at 27 seconds (B) and at 5
minutes 45 seconds (C), horizontal Stratus OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc., New York,
NY) (optical coherence tomography) scan through the fovea (D), and vertical Stratus
OCT scan through the fovea (E).
This novel method of pathology delineation and integration with summed voxel
projection enables the clinician to visualize the extent of lesion components, drusen
edema, subretinal fluid and any other feature that can be marked in the process of
interactive image evaluation by a trained OCT grader. All marked pathologies can be
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integrated in one en face fundus image that can serve as a reference for further diagnosis
and therapy or can be combined with results of other perfusion or functional tests
(Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 27). One can superimpose en face SVP images with
preserved color markings on fluorescein angiograms and microperimetry, using
vascular landmarks. The method of image processing results in a useful annotated
fundus image that clinicians and researchers can use for comparison with other
conventional data, or potentially to monitor pathology over time. With the denser
pattern of scanning over the macula, such as with the example of the 5 mm scans (Figure
26), the vascular pattern around the macula is imaged in the SVP at a resolution useful
for overlay of this focal image over corresponding retinal data. This eliminates the need
to capture larger SVP images so as to include large retinal vessels for registration of
images, and thus saves on the size of high-resolution datasets. These higher density
scans of the macula will be useful in measuring drusen numbers and volumes for
phenotypic studies of AMD. Further studies of reproducibility of grading, relationship
of these data to conventional imaging and to conventional tests of retinal function, and
of the utility of these data in longitudinal study are clearly needed and are underway.
In this study, although we delineated each scan manually and selected a few
pathologic findings for annotation, the process can be partially or fully automated using
image processing, rendering and interpolation algorithms. We have utilized several
proprietary image processing software programs to delineate the RPE layer and drusen,
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CNV or photoreceptor layer in SDOCT datasets. The definition of boundaries in
automated image processing and methods to improve accuracy of the automated
processes are in development by numerous groups. In this preliminary study we did not
compare manual versus automated measurement of area and volume and the
reproducibility of these measurements, since these measurements and automated image
processing require different complex algorithms, and thus are being addressed and
reported separately.
These ophthalmic imaging and OCT image analysis techniques preserve
important information that is identified in the three-dimensional SDOCT dataset, but
that is lost when the three-dimensional volume is collapsed to produce a twodimensional SVP image [54]. To our best knowledge, this technique has not been
implemented in ophthalmic imaging with optical coherence tomography. These
methods allow coregistration of pathology from OCT into en face tests of function (e.g.
microperimetry) or perfusion (e.g fluorescein angiography) that will improve our ability
to study early morphologic processes associated with vision loss in AMD and other
ophthalmic diseases. With SDOCT scanning configured for higher resolution, focal
macular pathology such as drusen can be coregistered with color fundus photographs or
autofluorescence images. These measures are likely to provide more precise
morphologic endpoints for clinical research and for monitoring disease progression over
time.
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4. Retinal Imaging in Glaucoma
The following research on glaucoma [34] was primarily conducted by Dr. Sanjay
Asrani of the Duke University Eye Center, the Principle Investigator on the project, and
his graduate student Ankit Barghava. OCT hardware development efforts in the Izatt
lab and software development conducted at Bioptigen enabled the study. New image
processing techniques were developed with the help of undergraduate research
assistants Amy Motomura and Stephanie Chiu to segment the retinal thickness, and
those techniques were implemented in this study.
Structural changes in the appearance of the optic nerve head (ONH) and the
retinal nerve fiber layer are known to occur prior to changes in visual fields in glaucoma
[69]. Glaucomatous damage manifests as axonal loss (represented by optic nerve
cupping and nerve fiber layer loss) along with ganglion cell loss in the retina. Greater
than 50% of the ganglion cells in the retina are located in the macula and this population
of cells is relatively constant among normals [70]. The ganglion cells are multilayered in
the macula and in conjunction with the nerve fiber layer, they constitute 40% of the
entire retinal thickness [71]. Due to a large overlap of the receptive fields of the ganglion
cells, a considerable loss (greater than 50%) of the ganglion cells is possible before
changes are evident on conventional visual field testing [69, 72]. Thus, measurement of
the retinal thickness has been performed as a parameter for glaucoma diagnosis as a
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surrogate measure of the inner retinal complex (ganglion cell and nerve fiber layer) [73,
74].
Stratus optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Carl Zeiss Mediitec, CA) is one of
the imaging devices used for glaucoma diagnosis. Although the Stratus OCT has been
used primarily to measure retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, a few studies have also
studied its utility in glaucoma diagnosis by measuring the macular thickness [75-77].
However, studies have found that macular thickness measurements are inferior to RNFL
and optic disc measures when differentiating normal versus eyes with glaucoma [76, 77].
These studies however, do point out that their results are limited due to the fixed
provided print out and the fixed macular thickness measurement software of the Stratus
OCT machine [77]. Another instrument currently being used for such measurements is
the Retinal Thickness Analyzer (Talia Technologies, Neve Ilan, Israel). The limitations of
these instruments include measurement of retinal thickness in the macula at less than
ideal sampling density, measurements in small areas and creation of a map with data
that is extrapolated between the areas actually measured. This results in inaccuracies of
measurement, decreasing their utility in glaucoma diagnosis and follow up. In an
attempt to have an objective measurement for glaucoma diagnosis and follow up,
precise measurements of the inner retinal complex over the entire posterior pole are
invaluable.
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4.1 Methods
The purpose of this study is to show the utility of the SDOCT imaging system in
patients with early glaucoma. Patients selected for this prospective observational case
series were being examined at the glaucoma service of the Duke University Eye Center.
Following IRB approval, informed consent was obtained. Consecutive patients with
primary open angle glaucoma with relatively clear optical media (less than 2+ nuclear
sclerosis), best corrected visual acuity of 20/30 or better, absent co-existing eye disease
and spherical equivalent of < +/- 5 diopters who were willing to provide informed
consent, were selected for the study.
Normals included in this study had no family history of glaucoma and a normal
eye examination with normal visual fields. Patients and normals underwent a
comprehensive eye examination, SDOCT measures, stereo optic nerve head
photography and automated perimetry using the 24-2 Swedish Interactive Threshold
Algorithm (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA).
Using the SDOCT system, the posterior pole was imaged at ~½ video rate (17
frames/sec). The pupils were dilated for the SDOCT measures to reduce the chances of
papillary edge induced artifact. Sixty to 100 such cross sectional retinal images of 6 mm
length were acquired in approximately 4-6 seconds covering an area of 6 X 6 mm. These
areas were either centered on the fovea or on the optic disc or both. In order to focus on
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areas of suspicion for tissue losses, the scan area was centered on either the superior or
the inferior pole of the optic disc.
The images were registered by ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD) using the stackreg plugin [78] and custom 3D visualization software developed by
the Institute for Data Analysis and Visualization (IDAV) at the University of California,
Davis was used to generate 3D reconstruction maps of the retina. Using this software, it
was possible to view the reconstruction from different angles and at different
magnification to aid in detecting losses of tissue. An automatic segmentation algorithm
was then written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) to extract the total macular
thickness. The boundary of the optic disk was manually marked for use in the edge
detection algorithm. A polynomial was fit to the RPE/choriocapillaris junction and the Bscan was then flattened using the inverse of the polynomial fit. A dividing line to
separate the inner and outer retinal layers was drawn based on the location of the RPE
found via peak detection. The inner limiting membrane was then identified via peak
detection in the inner half of the retinal image. The pixel positions of the RPE and the
inner limiting membrane were then compared and scaled by the axial resolution to
produce a macular thickness for each line in the B-Scan. This process was then applied
to all frames in the volumetric acquisition to produce thickness maps. These thickness
maps were displayed in 2D and 3D and the 3D map could also be viewed at different
magnifications and at different angles.
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4.2 Results
Nineteen glaucoma patients met the inclusion criteria for this study. 17 patients
had early localized glaucomatous damage and 2 patients with moderate glaucomatous
loss. Clear data was obtained in 14 of the 19 patients. The causes of not being able to
obtain clear data included decreased brightness of data and eye movement during data
acquisition. Of the 14 patients, nerve fiber layer losses were suspected in 4 eyes on
clinical examination, but the SDOCT measures revealed no abnormalities. These eyes
were also associated with a normal visual field and normal intraocular pressures, but
were being examined as glaucoma suspects due to either a positive family history of
glaucoma or a large cup:disc ratio. Eight of the 10 patients are depicted as case examples
in this study. Eight normals that were age and gender matched to the eight glaucoma
case examples depicted were included in this study.
Figure 28 (two right images) shows the peripapillary distribution of the nerve
fiber layer thickness (thin arrows) in a 3D retinal thickness map. This tissue radiates
supero and inferotemporally from the optic disc towards the macula. Note the
symmetry of the superior and inferior distribution of the nerve fiber layer. The thick
arrow points to the foveal pit. The hollow area it surrounds is the area occupied by the
optic disc and does not represent the optic cup. The area of the optic disc is removed
during software processing to avoid artifact. The image on the left is a 3D retinal
thickness map of macular thickness.
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Figure 28: 3D Maps of Retinal Thickness.
(A) 3D retinal thickness map of macular thickness. B,C) Show the
peripapillary distribution of the nerve fiber layer thickness (thin arrows) in a 3D
retinal thickness map. This tissue radiates supero and inferotemporally from the
optic disc towards the macula. Note the symmetry of the superior and inferior
distribution of the nerve fiber layer. The thick arrow points to the foveal pit. The
hollow area it surrounds, is the area occupied by the optic disc and does not represent
the optic cup. The area of the optic disc is removed during software processing to
avoid artifact.
Figure 29 shows the right optic nerve of a 32 year old white female with IOP of
25 mm Hg and a strong family history of glaucoma. The arrows point to the subtle nerve
fiber layer defect noted. The visual field demonstrates a small infero nasal step on SITA
Standard testing. The 3D retinal thickness map shows loss of the retinal thickness in the
region above the macula (arrows). Three dimensional reconstruction of B scan images of
the same eye (Figure 30), shows a groove extending out superotemporally from the optic
nerve (black arrows). The inner retinal complex (nerve fiber layer and ganglion cell
layer) is markedly thinner above the foveal pit in the area corresponding to the groove.
The white arrow points to the foveal pit.
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Figure 29: Retinal Thickness and Visual Function.
The right optic nerve of a 32 year old white female with a IOP of 25 mm Hg
and a strong family history of glaucoma is shown. A) The arrow points to the subtle
nerve fiber layer defect noted. B) The visual field demonstrates a small infero nasal
step on Sita Standard testing. C) The 3D retinal thickness map shows loss of the
retinal thickness in the region above the macula (arrows).
Figure 31 shows the left eye of a 39 year old white male with an IOP of 32 mm
Hg. Stereoscopic clinical examination showed a distinct nerve fiber layer defect
superotemporally (grey arrows). The visual field showed an inferior paracentral
scotoma. The 2D and 3D retinal thickness maps show a loss of retinal thickness in the
form of a blue groove (thin arrows) extending superotemporally from the optic disc.
However, a loss of the macular thickness was detected inferiorly (thick arrow) without
corresponding loss of the visual field or any loss of the neuroretinal rim on the optic
disc.
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Figure 30: 3D Macular Rendering with Groove.
3 D reconstruction of B scan images of the right eye of the patient shown in
Figure 29 shows a groove extending out superotemporally from the optic nerve (black
arrows). The inner retinal complex (nerve fiber layer and ganglion cell layer) is
markedly thinned out above the foveal pit in the area corresponding to the groove.
(Compare thickness between blue arrow and that between the red arrows in the
region below the foveal pit.) The white arrow points to the foveal pit.

2.4.3 Discussion
These case examples illustrate the possibility of using the SDOCT to image the
macula and the peripapillary area in early glaucoma and glaucoma suspects. Data is
acquired over the entire posterior pole rather than over 5-9 portions of it as in the case of
the Retinal Thickness Analyzer, resulting in a more accurate map of tissue thickness.
This is also in contrast to the technique of data acquisition by the Stratus OCT which
acquires data along 6 radial lines with a concentration of data on the fovea and,
extrapolates the data between the measured lines. In contrast, the SDOCT retinal
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thickness maps and, in some cases the 3D reconstructions, provide detailed
measurements of broad posterior pole areas that permit glaucoma diagnosis and may
allow for follow up of glaucoma patients. Glaucoma diagnosis by retinal thickness
measurements requires recognition of an arcuate shape of tissue loss or recognition of
asymmetry. SDOCT, which performs measurement in large areas of the posterior pole,
allows for better recognition of arcuate tissue losses and tissue thickness comparisons.
Having the capability of rotating the 3D maps while simultaneously changing the
magnification allows viewing of these structures from different angles and different
perspectives allowing detection of subtle losses of tissue which otherwise would not
have been detected with fixed angle and magnification imaging.

Figure 31: Macular Thickness Loss without Visual Field Loss.
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(A) The left eye of a 39 year old white male with an IOP of 32 mm Hg showed
a distinct nerve fiber layer defect superotemporally (grey arrows). (B) The visual field
shows an inferior paracentral scotoma. The 2D (C) and 3D (D) retinal thickness maps
show a loss of retinal thickness in the form of a blue groove (thin arrows) extending
superotemporally from the optic disc. However, a loss of the macular thickness was
detected inferiorly (thick arrow) without corresponding loss of the visual field or any
loss of the neuroretinal rim on the optic disc.
In our study, the normal eyes showed remarkable consistency in the similarity of
the ring of parafoveal tissue thickness comprising the ganglion cell concentration. The
normal eyes also showed consistency in the thickness of the nerve fiber layer thickness
in the peripapillary region. Most importantly, they showed remarkable similarity
between the two eyes of the same individual. However, we examined only 8 normal
eyes and the results may differ when large numbers of normals are evaluated.
Cases depicted in Figure 29 and Figure 31 had subtle nerve fiber layer losses
detected in eyes with high IOP and with minimal visual field defects. The optic nerves
showed minimal to no cupping indicative of glaucoma. The loss of retinal tissue
detected on clinical stereoscopic examination and on stereo disc photographs were
considerably underestimated compared to the loss demonstrated on the SDOCT maps
and reconstructions. The case depicted in Figure 29 and Figure 30 had loss of the nerve
fiber layer and the ganglion cell layer in a much larger area than could be predicted from
the clinical picture and visual field. The relatively small visual field defect shows the
considerable loss of neuroretinal tissue that may precede changes on functional testing
in some cases. Additionally, Figure 30 demonstrated that NFL loss may be accompanied
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by loss of ganglion cells which may explain the arcuate shape of visual field scotomas as
well as the presence of retinal thickness grooves in NFL defect areas.
Until the SDOCT demonstrated the loss of tissue in some patients, the visual
field defect could not be explained. Thus, though structural losses may precede
functional losses, detection of such subtle structural losses might require accurate
measurements such as with the SDOCT.
Chen et al have described the use of SDOCT for glaucoma diagnosis using
detailed high resolution cross sections of the retina [79]. They propose the use of nerve
fiber layer thickness measurement as a means of following glaucoma patients.
Wojtkowski et al have used high speed raster scanning with ultrahigh resolution OCT
and demonstrated volume rendering using the 3D OCT data [59]. They demonstrated
mapping of retinal thickness as well as thickness of intraretinal layers along with
characterization of the optic disc and cup. In our study we concentrated on the macula
and the peripapillary regions but did not look at the optic disc or intraretinal layers
though the possibility exists. Two other studies have looked at macular imaging using
SDOCT with emphasis on macular diseases [59, 80].
Macular thickness measurements in glaucoma patients are limited in their
application to patients who are free of diseases such as diabetes and macular
degeneration due to changes in the macular thickness typically seen in these eyes. We
did not study eyes with intraocular lenses and early cataract which may pose a
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challenge for obtaining artifact free data. Though motion and blink artifacts are reduced
due to the high speed of imaging, registration is still required to remove the effect of
microsaccadic eye movements and motion within the imaging depth between frames.
Some of the drawbacks of our study include the fact that the automated analysis
algorithm has yet to be verified by testing with manual registration and manual marking
and calculations. Additionally, inter and intra-session reproducibility of these maps
needs to be determined. In future studies, the mean thickness +/- SD of different zones
of the macula in normals for different levels of ametropia and race will have to be
determined as part of the normal database. To detect glaucoma, however, it may suffice
to compare the values of the contra-lateral eye and that of the contra-lateral hemisphere
(upper versus lower macular thickness of the same eye) as asymmetry is the hallmark of
early to moderate glaucoma.
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5. Doppler Spectral Domain Optical Coherence
Tomography
5.1 Doppler Fundamentals
The frequency shift imposed on a reflected wave as a function of relative motion
between the wave and a moving particle was first explored by Christian Doppler in the
late 19th century. This shift is defined by
!"  # · %&'() * &'(+ , · 2 ⁄n λ

[Eqn. 9]

where &'() is the vector of the incident wave, &'(+ is the vector of the traveling particle, and
1 is the velocity of the particle, λ is the period of the incident wave and n is the index of
the material.

5.2 Doppler Applications
5.2.1 Color Doppler Ultrasound
Ultrasound imaging uses acoustic pulse-echo to create a map of acoustical
attenuation. Acoustic attenuation and subsequently maximum imaging depth scales
with ultrasound transducer frequency [81]. At low frequencies, ultrasound can travel
much deeper in tissue than optical waves, on the order of centimeters as opposed to
millimeters in optical imaging methods. The axial resolution also scales with the
frequency of the ultrasound transducer. Clinical ultrasound systems use a frequency on
the order of 10 MHz. High frequency (100-200 MHz) ultrasound (or ultrasound
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biomicroscopy) systems with 14 µm lateral and 12 µm axial resolution have been
demonstrated, but, while these values rival the resolutions attained with optical
methods, the attenuation in tissue at such high frequencies limits the penetration depth
to about 600 µm in tissue [82]. Radhakrishnan, et al. [83] conducted a comparison study
between 1310 nm SDOCT and high frequency (50 MHz) ultrasound (Figure 32).
Color Doppler ultrasound utilizes the principle explored in Section 5.1. Velocities
typically measured clinically with ultrasound are on the order of 1-100 cm/s but can be
as high as 500-600 cm/s [84]. In color Doppler ultrasound, and specifically pulsed
Doppler ultrasound, the minimum and maximum velocities measurable are directly
defined by the pulse repetition frequency (fPRF), ultrasound transducer frequency (fc),
propagation constant in the tissue (c0), the number of pulse repetition intervals (NPRI),
and the angle of the vessel relative to the probe beam (θ) per Eqns. 10-12 [85]:
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As the transducer repetition rate directly affects the velocity resolution, a
compilation of velocities for given transducer frequencies and repetition rates is given in
Table 12.
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Table 12: Doppler Ultrasound Velocity Extremes.
Given a propagation constant c0 of 1540 m/s in tissue and high frequency (10
MHz [81]) and ultra-high frequency (100 MHz [82]) transducers, the minimum
detectable velocity (given NPRI of 50) is 0.3 mm/s and the maximum velocity (given a
repetition rate of 125 kHz) is 9 m/s.

Figure 32: Comparison of SDOCT and High Frequency Ultrasound.
1310 nm SDOCT (left) comparison with 50 MHz high frequency ultrasound
(right) imaging of the anterior segment. From Radhakrishnan, et al. [83].

5.2.2 Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Laser Doppler Flowmetry (LDF) and Velocimetry (LDV) use a coherent light
source and a large collimated beam to image a sample [86, 87]. The integrated frequency
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content over the spot is detected and changes in the integrated frequency content can be
mapped to a relative tissue perfusion metric [88]. The ability to link bulk Doppler
frequency signal to relative tissue perfusion is a clear benefit over both ultrasound and
SDOCT Doppler, but this is balanced by the inability of LDF to resolve absolute velocity
values in specific vessels within the tissue.

5.3 Doppler OCT Theory
Doppler optical coherence tomography has a distinct advantage over color
Doppler ultrasound due to the wavelength of the incident wave in tissue. Table 12
highlights the maximum and minimum detectable velocities for pulsed Doppler
ultrasound. While the minimum detectable velocity for ultrasound biomicroscopy with a
pulse repetition frequency of 125 kHz is on the order of 300 µm/s, this is still much
higher than the minimum detectable with SDOCT, which can be on the order of 10’s of
µm/s [89]. While the true minimum detectable velocity is a function of the detector
sensitivity and a number of other factors, this is a clear improvement in the frequency
resolution by at least 1 order of magnitude. The maximum velocity in ultrasound can be
on the order of meters per second, while the maximum in SDOCT is on the order of
millimeters per second. While this may seem like a limitation, the blood flow velocity is
often under the maximum velocity or is discernable via phase unwrapping [90].
The signal processing steps implemented for real-time Doppler imaging are
illustrated in Figure 33. First, a user-adjustable number of SDOCT A-scans are acquired
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at each transverse pixel position while B-scanning. In common with amplitude imaging,
the non-interferometric DC signal spectrum is estimated from the average of all A-scans
in each B-scan, and subtracted from each A-scan prior to further processing. A spectral
re-scaling approach [12] is used to correct for sample and reference arm dispersion
mismatch before Fourier transformation of the data. The Doppler frequency fD
calculated for each image pixel, corresponding to the slope of the phase of SDOCT signal
at each point in the image, is then estimated using the previously published algorithm
[91]:

fD =

∆φ ( z )
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[Eqn. 13]
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Here, ∆φ(z) is the total change in phase and T is the total acquisition time
required for one A-scan to be acquired at each transverse pixel position, estimated from
the summation in Eqn. 13 where fj represents an iteration over each A-Scan line at each
transverse pixel position. This data is used to generate two-dimensional Doppler
frequency maps which are color-coded, thresholded, and overlaid in real time on the
gray-scale B-scan data (1D and 2D Doppler flow profiles may also be extracted from
saved datasets).
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Figure 33: Doppler SDOCT Processing Steps.
Doppler SDOCT acquisition, processing, streaming, and display flow chart.
DC removal is accomplished by summing across all A-Scan lines, low-pass filtering
the result, and subtracting the filtered A-Scan from all lines in the frame. Dispersion
correction is accomplished using a spectral re-scaling approach [12]. Linear
interpolation transforms the spectral data from wavelength to wavenumber space. A
Fourier transform translates the spatial frequency data to spatial position.
The minimum Doppler frequency which is detectable by this method is given by
[17, 18]:

f min =

φnoise
2πT

[Eqn. 14]

where φnoise represents the standard deviation of the phase in the absence of flow in the
sample [92]. To measure φnoise for our system, a stationary mirror was placed in a sample
arm without galvonometric scanners and the standard deviation of the phase recorded
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at the surface of the mirror overall A-scans in a 500-line B-scan was recorded. The phase
noise is also affected by speckle noise and transverse motion, as indicated in [93]. The
maximum frequency which can be unambiguously detected is defined by:

f max =

[Eqn. 15]

φ wrap
2πT

where φwrap is π radians. For accumulated phase changes larger than ±π over the
acquisition time T, the measured frequency “wraps” modulo 2π akin to other phase
imaging techniques, and can potentially be unwrapped using standard phase
unwrapping techniques from phase microscopy. φnoise is typically much lower in SDOCT
systems compared to TDOCT systems, due primarily to the fixed reference arm. The
dynamic range of Doppler frequencies in previous SDOCT systems has been shown to
be as high as 600 [17], which is at least a factor of 100 times that of TDOCT systems [94,
95].
From the Doppler frequency data, flow velocity could in principle be determined
by:

v=

∆φ ⋅ λ0
f D ⋅ λ0
=
4π ⋅ T ⋅ n ⋅ cos(α ) 2 ⋅ n ⋅ cos(α )

[Eqn. 16]

Here λ0 is the source center wavelength, n is the refractive index of the medium, and α is
the angle of incidence of the probe beam relative to the moving scatterer. The angle of
incidence is difficult to measure in retinal vessels, particularly in the arcades near the
optic nerve head where they have significant axial curvature.
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5.4 Design and Validation
A Doppler flow phantom (Figure 34) was designed and built to test the ability of
the Doppler SDOCT system to measure flow velocity. T
The
he phantom consists of a 500 µm
inner diameter capillary tube fixed at a 76 0 angle and connected through IV drip tubing
to a Harvard syringe pump (Harvard Pump 11, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA).
MA) IV
drip tubing is used to smooth the flow through the syringe pump. The minimum
detectable
table frequency shift on this system was 51 Hz, yielding a minimum flow velocity
of 23 µm/s.
m/s. The maximum detectable frequency is 5 kHz for a 100 µss integration time or
8.78 mm/s.

Figure 34: Doppler flow phantom.
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(A) Doppler image
age through a 500 μm
m diameter capillary tube containing 20%
Liposyn and corresponding intensity image (B). The color bar on the right indicates
the maximum and minimum flow frequency detectable before phase wrapping
occurs. The velocity profile as a functi
function
on of depth (here given in samples) in (C) was
calculated using the angle of the tube (760), an integration time of 100 μs, and a center
wavelength of 850 nm.

5.5 Implementation
Doppler SDOCT blood flow imaging was implemented in the retina. Figure 35
highlights some of the first results obtained. Chapters 6 – 7 are further applications of
Doppler SDOCT.

Figure 35:: SDOCT Doppler of the human retina.
Doppler and structure images acquired in the periphe
periphery
ry (A, B) and near the
optic disk (C, D) at 6 frames per second. The vessel in (B) is not readily apparent but
shows clearly in the Doppler image (A). The appearance of tissue structure in (C) is
due to bulk motion of the eye or patients head during image acquisition. This motion
is not enough to distort the tissue structure, but it is sufficient to induce a subtle, low
frequency shift throughout the image.
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6. Investigation of Retinal Vessel Autoregulation
6.1 Autoregulation Study Motivation
Blood vessel autoregulation is the body’s compensatory mechanism for adjusting
blood flow in response to changes in gas partial pressures, notably oxygen and carbon
dioxide, as well as intraocular pressure. Retinal autoregulation leads to vasoconstriction
and decreased arterial flow rates in response to increased intraocular pressure or oxygen
partial pressure. Doppler SDOCT can be used to directly determine the retinal flow and
vessel diameter and as such can be used to track the autoregulatory response over time.
The autoregulatory mechanism has been extensively studied using other
techniques. Dumskyj, et al. [96] used Laser Doppler Velocimetry to probe retinal vessel
flow. Intraocular pressure was increased via isometric exercise and changes in flow and
diameter were measured. An 8.4% rise in flow and 1.6% increase in vein diameter were
measured with a 34 % rise in venous perfusion pressure. A 4.8% rise in flow and 3.4%
decrease in artery diameter were measured given a 33% rise in arterial perfusion
pressure. Deutsch, et al. [97] used oxygen as a vasoconstrictor and measured vessel
diameter changes using fluorescein angiography. After 100% oxygen inhalation, a 9 ± 1%
decrease in artery diameter and a 15.9 ± 1.4% decrease in vein diameter were measured.
Langhans, et al. [98] used Scanning Laser Doppler Flowmetry to characterize the
autoregulatory response in both normal subjects and smokers. Subjects inhaled 100%
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oxygen at 6 L/min for 5 minutes. While normals exhibited a 33% decrease in flow and a
26% decrease in flow volume, smokers only exhibited a 10% decrease in flow and a 12%
decrease in flow volume, directly indicating an inhibited autoregulatory response.
Finally, Grunwald, et al. [99, 100] used Laser Doppler Velocimetry to study the oxygen
inhalation response in both normals and diabetics to gauge the affect of diabetic
retinopathy on the autoregulatory mechanism. Grunwald defined the oxygen reactivity
metric as:

% RO2 =

RBF postO2
RBF preO2

[Eqn. 17]

⋅ (100)

Where %RO2 is the oxygen reactivity and RBF is Retinal Blood Flow. The study
found that normals had a %RO2 of 61% whereas diabetics that did not present with
retinopathy had a %RO2 of 53%. The most marked decrease was in diabetics with
background retinopathy with a %RO2 of 38%, clearly indicating that diabetic retinopathy
has a marked impact on retinal vessel autoregulation. As such, measuring retinal vessel
autoregulation using Doppler SDOCT could potentially provide micron-scale, depthdependent structural information supplemented by blood flow quantitation to support
diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy.
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Figure 36: Doppler SDOCT System.
Schematic for system for real time SDOCT Doppler imaging. The system uses
a source with a center wavelength of 840 nm and a bandwidth of 49 nm. Light is
coupled to the sample and reference arms using an 80/20 fiber coupler and the mixed
light is detected with a custom high speed, high throughput spectrometer. The
spectrometer detector consists of a 1024-pixel line-scan camera operated at a 20 kHz
line rate. Two computers are used in this setup, one to control the SDOCT
acquisition, processing, and display, and one to read in the plethysmograph data. The
clocks on both computers are synchronized to atomic clock servers prior to acquisition
and both the SDOCT frames and the plethysmograph data are timestamped to
indicate the position in the cardiac cycle for each acquired frame.

6.2 Materials and Methods
For this study, 4 healthy subjects were imaged using the system in Figure 36 in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki under IRB approval. 100% oxygen was
inhaled through a nonrebreather mask for 5 minutes with a flow rate of 6 L/min. Data
sets were collected before inhalation of oxygen, following 5 minutes of pure oxygen
inhalation, and following 5 minutes of recuperation post oxygen inhalation. A fingerclip pulse plethysmograph (ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO) connected to a
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second computer was used to capture the cardiac cycle during SDOCT acquisition. Both
the plethysmograph data and the SDOCT frames were timestamped, and the computer
clocks were synchronized to the same atomic clock servers using a freely available utility
(Chronos Atomic Clock Synchronizer, Chronos Atomic) prior to acquisition. Fixation
was maintained with a 280 x 220 color LCD panel in the visual field of the subject. An
SDOCT aiming pattern consisting of alternating 10 mm horizontal and 10 mm vertical
lines was raster scanned on the eye to determine alignment of the SDOCT scan through
the pupil plane. A green cross on the fixation screen was co-located with the center of
the aiming cross. The subject was first asked to focus on the center of green cross,
yielding an SDOCT scan of the fovea. After the foveal position was determined, the
SDOCT scan was switched to acquire 1 mm, 100 lines per frame, 10 Doppler samples per
line frames. This combination yields an imaging rate of 16 frames per second, or about 6
seconds per acquisition. Subject focus was then shifted nasally by moving the fixation
cross until the SDOCT scan was approximately centered on the optic nerve head. The
fixation cross was then moved to guide the subject focus such that the SDOCT image
contained at least one of the vessels of the inferior arcade. Once this fixation position
was established, a 10 mm x 10 mm SDOCT volumetric dataset was collected. The OCT
fundus image created from this dataset was used to map the retinal vessel network and
confirm patient fixation between time periods.
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SDOCT Doppler frames were extracted and the timestamp on each frame was
compared to the plethysmograph trace to ensure that the frames analyzed at all three
time periods were collected during either a peak or trough in the trace. The Doppler
frame was then median filtered with a 3 x 3 kernel to minimize speckle noise. A Canny
edge detector was then used to extract vessel edges. The edge pixel locations were then
thresholded from the binary image and fed to an open-source ellipse-fitting routine
[101, 102]. Retinal vessels acquired with SDOCT do not often appear circular due to a
mismatch in the transverse and axial sampling. Also, raster scanning that is not
parallel to the flow direction can create an angled slice through the vessels. To
measure the true diameter of a vessel it is then necessary to fit an ellipse to the vessel
shape, extract the major and minor axes, and scale those values by the transverse and
axial sampling to determine the true vessel diameter. The ellipse was then
superimposed on the Doppler image for visual confirmation of the fit. Flow profiles
along the major and minor axes were extracted using a quadratic polynomial fit. As
the relative change in flow and not the absolute flow velocity was necessary for this
study, the Doppler angle was neglected and all values are reported in flow frequency.
Vessel diameters were calculated as the major and minor axis lengths, scaled by the
axial and lateral resolutions. The mean and standard deviation of the major and minor
axis diameters were combined and reported as the vessel diameter statistics.
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Data from one subject at four different time periods with no oxygen inhalation
was also collected to determine repeatability between measurements. The same
processing steps were applied to collect a table of Doppler repeatability data.

6.3 Results and Implications
Using Eqn. 6, the predicted system sensitivity for 700 µW of power on the sample
and 100 µs integration time is 110 dB. The sensitivity measured at 200 µm from the zeropathlength difference location was 107 dB. For the purpose of the study, an integration
time of 50 µs and an incident sample power of 380 µW was used, which leads to a
theoretical sensitivity of 108 dB. The depth-dependent sensitivity falloff of the SDOCT
system was about 15 dB over the entire imaging depth, as illustrated in Figure 13.
Following Eqn. 4, the theoretical maximum depth is 2.25 mm while the measured
maximum depth occurred at 2.2 mm. The 3dB falloff point (Eqn. 5) is calculated to occur
at 1.3 mm and was found at 1.0 mm from the zero-pathlength difference location. For the
settings given, the minimum Doppler frequency calculated from the measured phase
noise standard deviation using Eqn. 14 was 51 Hz, or 0.016 radians The maximum
frequency before phase wrapping (Eqn. 15) for 50 µs integration time is 5 kHz. The
Doppler frequency dynamic range was thus approximately 100, or 20 dB. System
performance results are summarized in Table 13.
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Table 13: SDOCT Performance Specifications.
Theoretical and measured axial resolution values are for air / tissue. The
theoretical value for Doppler frequency minimum is not available as this value is
dependent on the phase stability of the system. The maximum frequency limit was
not confirmed directly for this study, but depends only upon the A-scan repetition
rate which was confirmed by monitoring the line scan camera frame trigger signal.
Figure 37 includes a wide-angle (2.2 mm x 12 mm) SDOCT B-scan of one subject
as well as a single frame from the real-time color Doppler image of the selected
artery/vein pair imaged for the purpose of this study. Figure 38 shows the processing
steps undergone to extract the vessel diameter and peak flow data. Table 14 and Table
15 detail the results of the repeatability measurements; Table 14 lists the data from all
four trials, while Table 15 indicates the repeatability error, as defined by the
measurements' standard deviation divided by the mean. The study results, including
mean and standard deviation values for both peak flow and vessel diameter, are
indicated in Table 16.
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Figure 37: Doppler SDOCT Image.
Top: Wide-angle 2.2 mm (axial) x 15 mm (lateral) SDOCT B-scan comprising
512 (axial) x 1000 (lateral) pixels along the papillomacular axis in a normal human
retina acquired, processed, and displayed at a real-time rate of 17 frames/sec. Bottom:
Overlaid color Doppler signal from OD retinal vessels in the same subject. Scan
location is nasal and superior to optic disc. 512 x 500 Doppler frequency images of 2.2
mm (axial) x 6 mm (lateral) were acquired at 5.8 frames per second with 6 lines
acquired at each lateral position for Doppler processing.
The mean diameter change in response to increased blood oxygenation was 16%, indicating vasoconstriction, and the diameter change after a return to room air was
36%, indicating vasodilation, as expected. The mean flow change after 100% oxygen was
-6% and after the relaxation period it was 21%. These trends are consistent with those
reported previously in that the effect of increased partial pressure of oxygen prompts
vasoconstriction and the autoregulatory mechanism causes a vasodilation after a rest
period with normal room air inhalation. The standard deviations, though, are high, with
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±26% at vasoconstriction and ±54% at vasodilation for the vessel diameter and ±20% and
±28% for the flow at vasoconstriction and dilation, respectively. Repeatability data
indicated in Table 14 and Table 15 sheds some light on this problem. Repeatability,
defined as the standard deviation of the measurement for all four trials divided by the
mean for all four trials, indicates the tolerances for the Doppler autoregulation
measurements. The major axis diameter repeatability was 12.4%, the minor axis
repeatability was 10.1%, and the peak flow repeatability was 30.8%, indicating that at
least that much variability can be expected in Doppler measurements. It should be
noted, however, that while the repeatability values are on the order of the changes
expected due to oxygen inhalation (9-16% decrease in vessel diameter and 30% decrease
in flow), the group response from all four subjects still indicates the ability to distinguish
the gross effects of oxygen inhalation.

Table 14: Doppler Repeatability Data.
A vessel in the inferior arcade was located by adjusting the patient fixation
while acquiring Doppler data. The fixation position was then fixed and the subject
was asked to sit back from the slit lamp between Doppler measurements. MDiam (m)
is the diameter in meters as measured along the major axis of an elliptical fit to the
vessel in question. mDiam is the diameter in meters along the major axis. Peak Flow
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is the maximum value from a parabolic fit to the flow profiles along the major and
minor axes. If the two profiles had different peak flow values, the maximum value
was used.

Figure 38: Diameter and Peak Flow from Doppler SDOCT Image.
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Processing steps to measure the diameter and peak flow from Doppler data. A)
is a representative OCT fundus image showing the relative location of vessel data in
the inferior arcades. B) Plethysmograph data is used to correlate the acquired Doppler
data with the cardiac cycle and a frame of SDOCT data corresponding to either a peak
or trough in the plethysmograph plot is used for all three study time periods. The
timestamp is given in hmmss where h is hours (on a 12-hour clock), m is minutes, and
s is seconds. A subset of the image (yellow box in C) is extracted for analysis. 3 x 3
median filtering and Canny edge detection (D) are used to create an edge map of the
vessel borders. An ellipse is fit to the edges (E) and the diameter is calculated from
the lengths of the major and minor axes and scaled by the lateral and axial
resolutions. Peak flow is found as the maximum of a parabolic fit to profiles along the
major and minor axes.
Repeatability data was collected on one subject across four time periods with no
physiological change induced between measurements. Fixation was held constant and
the only change was the position and angle of the subject's head relative to the scanning
beam. This indicates that patient head positioning can have an affect on Doppler and
structural measurements, and it calls into question the ability to accurately acquire
Doppler data as part of a longitudinal study. A more thorough analysis of imaging angle
and its effect on measured values, however, is beyond the scope of this study.

Table 15: Doppler Repeatability Error.
Repeatability Error is defined as the standard deviation across all four trials
listed in Table 14 divided by the mean value from all trials. These values indicate the
tolerances expected for any Doppler SDOCT measurements.
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Doppler SDOCT may have significant advantages over commercially available
laser Doppler flowmeters. The Heidelberg Retina Flowmeter (HRF, Heidelberg
Engineering, Inc., Vista, CA) has been extensively used in clinical retinal research [103108]. Specifications for the HRF include a 10 µm transverse and 300 µm longitudinal
resolution. 256 x 64 blood flow maps are acquired in 2 seconds with additional time
needed for processing. Doppler SDOCT processing is performed in real-time which
provides the operator with Doppler B-Scans of vessels quickly enough to observe
pulsatile flow as it occurs. With further development, Doppler SDOCT could play an
important role in performing real-time flow measurements of the retinal vasculature.

Table 16: Study Data.
Property indicates the measurand while Time refers to the time period in
question. 1->2 indicates the change between no oxygen and breathing oxygen for 5
minutes. 2->3 relates the change between having inhaled oxygen for 5 minutes and
breathing room air for another 5 minutes. The diameter data is the average of the
major and minor axis diameter data.
Grunwald et. al. [100] demonstrated the use of laser Doppler flowmetry in the
study of retinal vascular disease, specifically detailing impaired changes in blood flow
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due to a decreased autoregulatory response in subjects with diabetic retinopathy. Given
the marked improvements exhibited by Doppler SDOCT over conventional laser
Doppler flowmetry and the recent commercial availability of a Doppler SDOCT imaging
system (Bioptigen, Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC), Doppler SDOCT may have
increased utility for studying diseases of the retinal vasculature.
Future studies would benefit greatly from three improvements: bulk motion
frequency correction, eye tracking, and improved angular alignment. Gross patient
motion induces subtle low-frequency shifts across the data, and while data for this study
was selected based on the absence of bulk motion artifacts, the presence of a bulk motion
frequency correction algorithm such as that proposed by White, et al [17] would allow
for imaging subjects who are not good fixaters or are unable to remain stationary over
the course of the acquisition. An eye tracking system [109] would greatly aid in
repeatable vessel landmark location and B-Scan alignment. It is postulated that the
repeatability data indicates the need for more accurate angular alignment of the probe
beam relative to the retina as subtle shifts in the angle may distort both the diameter and
flow measurements.
This study illustrates that real-time Doppler SDOCT, using an internal fixation
target for vessel identification and positioning, is sufficient for single-vessel flow
analysis. Repeatability errors in Doppler measurements raises questions as to the use of
Doppler SDOCT in longitudinal studies, but as has been demonstrated, Doppler SDOCT
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is capable of measuring trends in flow and diameter changes and can be used to track
physiological changes initiated by the autoregulatory mechanism.
Through our relative success with Doppler flow imaging in the in-vivo, human
retina, we have shown our ability to quickly acquire small-signal variations in the phase
(Doppler shifts). The repeatability errors encountered were between separate alignments
of the SDOCT system on the subjects’ eyes. This does not negate the ability of the system
to acquire accurate, relative phase measurements, and as such, a technique using relative
phase data between A-Scan lines or B-Scan frames should not be susceptible to these
errors.
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7. Total Retinal Blood Flow Using Doppler SDOCT
The following research on retinal blood flow was primarily conducted by Dr.
Yimin Wang of the Doheny Eye Institute under the guidance of Dr. David Huang, the
Principle Investigator on the project. OCT hardware development efforts in the Izatt lab
and software development conducted at Bioptigen enabled the study [90].

7.1 Introduction
A comprehensive examination of ocular perfusion is needed to determine a
patient’s ocular hemodynamic status. A number of hemodynamic measurement
techniques have been developed to assess various aspects of blood flow in the retina, in
the choroids, and in the vessels that supply each [110-115]. One of these techniques, the
pulsatile ocular blood flow (POBF)[110], is a pneumotonometer that uses a pressurized
tip placed in contact with the cornea to measure intraocular pressure in real time. But
the accuracy of this technique is limited because it gives an indirect measurement of
blood flow. Through recording the movement of the retinal surface during fundus
pulses throughout the cardiac cycle[111], the retinal flow can be estimated. Fluorescein
angiography[112, 113] can be used to visualize retinal hemodynamics, but the technique
requires pupil dilation and dye injection. Furthermore, it is currently impossible to
measure volumetric blood flow using angiography. The laser Doppler flowmeter (LDF)
was developed to measure the volumetric blood flow in absolute units [114, 115]. But its
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accuracy is limited due to the lack of information about the speed distribution across the
blood vessel and accurate vessel size. The inability to depth-resolve superimposed
vessels is also one of the drawbacks of LDF.
Optical coherence tomography (OCT)[116] is a noninvasive technology that is
currently used for in vivo high-resolution sectional imaging of microstructure in
biological tissues. By measuring singly backscattered light as a function of depth, OCT
provides high-resolution, high-sensitivity in vivo images of tissue structure. In addition
to supplying morphological structure data on tissues, functional OCT techniques are
also used to detect the birefringence [117] and flow information [14, 118-120] in
biological tissue. But the application of Doppler OCT for retinal flow measurement was
limited because of the low sampling rate in time domain OCT [16]. The imaging speed of
OCT has improved greatly with the development of the Fourier domain (FD) technique
[12, 17], making it possible to use OCT for in vivo blood flow measurement. The
detection of ocular vessel pulsation with FD Doppler OCT has been reported [17].
However, the FD Doppler OCT in this case was used only to measure flow speed in the
direction of the scanning beam. The lack of speed information in the direction
perpendicular to the scanning beam prevents a true measurement of flow speed.
Although there are reports to measure the flow component perpendicular to the
scanning beam by using velocity variance methods [121], the application of this method
for retina flow measurement has not been reported. Currently, the reported Doppler
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OCT result is only for the speed measurement (mm/s), not volumetric flow (ml/min), or
(µl/min). In this paper, we report the development of FD Doppler OCT for in vivo retinal
volumetric flow measurement. Our result shows that FD Doppler OCT can be used for
the absolute measurement of the retinal volumetric flow without making any
assumptions about anatomic and flow parameters.

Figure 39: Doppler Blood Flow Geometry.
(A) OCT beams scanning across the blood vessel with a displacement ∆y. (B)
Three-dimensional diagram of the scanning pattern shown in (a).
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7.2 Basic Principles
Optical Doppler OCT is based on the principle that moving particles, such as red
blood cells inside a blood vessel, cause a Doppler frequency shift ∆f to the light scattered
according to

∆f =

1
(k s − k i ) • V
2π

[Eqn. 18]

where ki and ks are wave vectors of scanning and scattered light, respectively, and V is
the velocity vector of the moving particles. In an OCT system, only backscattered light is
detected. Given the angle θ between the scanning beam and the flow direction, the
Doppler shift is simplified to

∆f = −2Vn cos θ / λ 0

[Eqn. 19]

where λ0 is the center wavelength of the light source, and n is the refractive index of the
medium. In FD-OCT, this frequency shift ∆f will introduce a phase shift ∆Φ in the
spectral interference pattern that is captured by the line camera. With the fast Fourier
transform (FFT), the transform result is a complex function characterized by amplitude
and phase. Structure information can be obtained via the amplitude result. The phase
difference between sequential axial scans at each pixel is calculated to determine the
Doppler shift [17, 43]. Therefore, in addition to structural imaging, FD-OCT can be used
to quantify blood flow parameters.
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Figure 40: Frequency Shift Based on Flow Direction.
When OCT beams scan through blood vessels, different ﬂow directions lead to
different frequency shifts.
One limitation of phase-resolved flow measurement is an aliasing phenomenon
caused by the 2π ambiguity in the arctangent function. This phenomenon limits the
maximum determinable Doppler shift to ∆f=1/2τ, where τ is the time difference between
sequential axial lines. Thus, the maximum detectable speed is V = λ0 4nτ cos θ . From
the expression, it can be seen that a short integration time τ can increase the maximum
detectable speed. In practice, the maximum accessible Doppler frequency is limited by
the detection speed of the line camera. The minimum detectable flow velocity is
determined by the phase noise of the FD-OCT system.
Considering the cardiac cycles, the speed of the blood flow can be expressed as

V ( xv , z v , t ) = A( x v , z v ) P (t )

[Eqn. 20]
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where A(xv,zv) is the speed distribution in the cross section of the blood vessel, and P(t)
shows the pulsation of the flow. With speed expression (3), the volumetric flow F can be
calculated according to

F = ∫ ∫ A( x v , z v ) dx v dz v •

1
T

∫

T

0

P (t ) dt

[Eqn. 21]

where T is the period of pulsation. If flow speed V(xv,zv,t) can be measured, the
volumetric flow can be determined. However, from Eqns. 18 and 19, it can be seen that,
in Doppler OCT, the frequency shift is caused by flowing particles with a velocity
component in the direction of the illuminating beam. Doppler OCT only measures the
value of V cosθ. To determine real flow speed V, the angle θ must be decoupled from the
measured Doppler frequency shift. Therefore, more measurements are needed to
determine angle θ.
Figure 39(A) shows the sampling beam scanning across the blood vessel twice
with a displacement between two scanning planes S1 and S2. A small step ∆y0 is chosen
so that the blood vessel between those two scanning planes has a linear shape. At the
same time, because the step ∆y0 is small, the two scanning planes S1 and S2 are parallel to
each other. In the coordinate system, if the OCT scan plane is defined as the x- and zplane, then the y-axis would be the direction of the displacement. Figure 39(B) shows the
three-dimensional diagram of the scanning pattern in Figure 39(A). With displacement,
the center of the blood vessel in those two scan planes can be computed as (x1,z1) and
(x2,z2) separately. Therefore, in the coordinate system shown in Figure 39(B), the vector
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of the blood vessel can be determined as r(∆x=x1-x2, ∆y=-∆y0, ∆z=z1-z2). In the scanning
plane, the scanning beam is always in the −z-direction. So the vector of the scanning
beam is s(0,0,-1). With these two vectors, r and s, the angle θ between the scanning beam
and the blood vessel can be determined as

cos θ = (r • s) / R ,
R=

[Eqn. 22]

∆x 2 + ∆y 2 + ∆z 2 ,

[Eqn. 23]

where R is the length of the vessel vector r. From Eqn. 19, the scanning angle θ can be
determined as

cosθ = −∆z / R

[Eqn. 24]

After the angle between the scanning beam and the blood vessel is determined,
the flow direction can be identified through the sign of the frequency shift. This is
explained in Figure 40, in which the two flows in the same vessel with different flow
directions in (B) and (A) will introduce different frequency shifts to the scattered beam.
The left has a positive frequency shift and the right has a negative frequency shift.
Therefore, with the measured frequency shift and the vector of the blood vessel, the flow
direction can be determined. The information about flow direction will help us to
separate the arteries from veins for the vessels distributed around the optic disc, because
arteries have a flow direction into the retina from the nerve head, and veins have a flow
direction toward the nerve head from the retina.
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Figure 41: Blood Flow Planes for Angle Determination.
(A) The angle β between the OCT plane S0 and the plane normal to the ﬂow
direction Pv; (B) the relationship between Pv and S0 in 3D diagram.
To calculate the volumetric blood flow, the integration in Eqn. 21 should be
calculated in the plane Pv, which is normal to the blood vessel (flow) direction, as shown
in Figure 41(B). But in practice, the OCT plane S0 is not perpendicular to the flow
direction, or we would have no Doppler signal, as shown in Figure 41(B). If the angle θ
between the planes Pv and S0 can be determined, the flow equation can be rewritten as
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T

F = ∫∫ A( x, z ) cos βdxdz •

1
P(t )dt
T ∫0

[Eqn. 25]

It can be seen that with the introduction of angle β, the integration can be done in
the OCT plane. According to the geometrics, the angle between two planes can be
calculated by two vectors, which are normal to them separately. For Pv, the vector
perpendicular to it is r, as shown in Figure 41(A). For the OCT plane S0, because it is an
x, z-plane, the vector perpendicular to it is the y-axis, (0,1,0). Thus, the angle β between
Pv and S0 is

cos β = (r • y ) / R = ∆y 0 / R

[Eqn. 26]

7.3 Experimental Setup
The Fourier domain OCT (FD-OCT) system is shown in Figure 42. It contains a
superluminescent diode with a center wavelength of 841 nm and a bandwidth of 49 nm.
The axial resolution, as defined by the source bandwidth, is 6.4 µm in air. The measured
axial resolution was 7.5 µm in air. The deviation from theoretical value is due to the nonGaussian spectrum profile. Considering the refractive index of tissue, the axial
resolution would be 5.36 µm in tissue. The beam spot size was about 1.3 mm onto the
cornea. The transverse resolution is about 20 µm, as limited by the optics of the eye.
Light from the source travels through an 80/20 coupler with 80% of the source power
entering the reference arm of a standard Michelson interferometer and 20% entering the
sample arm. The reference arm consists of an objective that focuses light through a 1112

inch dispersion-matching water cell and a neutral density filter to a silvered mirror. The
sample arm contains a standard slit-lamp biomicroscope base that has been adapted
with custom OCT scanning optics. Power incident on the cornea is 500 µW, which is well
below the ANSI limits for extended beam exposure. Reference and sample arm light
interfere in the fiber coupler, and the composite signal is detected by a custom
spectrometer. The spectrometer contains a 1024-pixel line-scan camera. Data from the
camera are transferred via the Cameralink interface to a high-end PC. The data consist of
512 (axial) x 1000 (transverse) image lines, which are acquired, processed, streamed, and
displayed at 17 frames per second using custom acquisition software provided by
Bioptigen, Inc. (Durham, NC). This imaging rate allows for fast volume acquisition. The
theoretical signal-to-noise ratio for this system is 110 dB given at 100 µs integration time,
while the measured SNR was 107 dB at 200 µm from the zero-path length difference
location. With λ0 = 841 nm, the time interval between two sequential A lines = 56 µs in
which integration time is 50 µs, and the data transfer time is 6 µs, the maximum
determinable Doppler shift is 8.9 kHz, and the maximum detectable speed in the eye (n =
1.33) is 2.8 mm/ s without considering the influence of angle θ. The measured minimum
detectable Doppler frequency shift is 51 Hz according to phase noise, and the minimum
determinable speed is 16.3 µm/s.
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Figure 42: Doppler SDOCT Imaging System.

7.4 Flow Measurement
The distribution of blood vessels around the optic nerve head in the right eye of a
volunteer subject was recorded in vivo by three-dimensional OCT scanning (scanning
area was 5 mm x 5 mm), as shown in Figure 43, which we got when we saw the 3D
image from the top (nerve head side). Seventeen vessels can be identified around the
nerve head in this measurement; these are labeled from 1 through 17. Figure 44shows
the OCT and Doppler OCT images recorded by our FD-OCT system (image size is 1.0 x
1.07 mm). The scanning position is shown in Figure 43 as dashed line AA across vessels
1 and 2. The OCT structure image is shown as Figure 44(A). Figure 44(B) shows the
Doppler frequency image. Two vessels can be identified in Figure 44(B). Vessel 1 has a
positive frequency shift. The black part in the center of vessel 1 is due to the phase
wrapping. After phase unwrapping [122] and subtracting the influence of background
motion [17], the flow distribution can be recovered. Figure 44(C) shows the speed profile
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of the blood flow marked as the dashed line in vessel 1. In Figure 44(B), the right flow
signal is from vessel 2, which has a negative frequency shift.

Figure 43: Flow Directions on the Fundus.
Fundus image recorded by three-dimensional OCT scan. The vessels around
the nerve head are labeled from 1 to 17. The solid and dashed arrows show the ﬂow
direction for each vessel.
Using continuous scanning of the blood vessel, the Doppler signals were
recorded at different times. The flow speed at the center part of the two vessels shown in
Figure 44(B) was analyzed. Figure 45 shows the variation of peak flow speed at different
times. The dashed curve is for vessel 1, and the solid curve with triangle symbols is from
vessel 2. These two curves show a pulsation rate of 70 beats/min, equal to the heart rate
of the volunteer. The speed curve of vessel 1 shows a time delay of ∆t in the pulsation
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compared with that of vessel 2, indicating that these are different types of vessels. The
pulsation of vessel 2 occurs earlier than that of vessel 1, indicating that it is an artery.
Vessel 1 should be a vein.

Figure 44: Doppler Frequency Image and Velocity Profile.
(A) OCT structure image; (B) Doppler frequency shift image; (C) speed proﬁle
for the position marked as dashed line in (B).
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To measure the angle between the input beam and the blood vessel, the OCT
scanning beam is scanned at two positions, S1 and S2, with a step of 0.2 mm along the
vessel for several seconds, as shown by the double dashed lines across vessel 6 in Figure
43. The flow pulsation can be detected in this period. The flow signal in Figure 46(A)
shows the measured Doppler frequency shift from blood vessel 6. It has a negative
frequency shift with positive phase wrapping at the center. After phase unwrapping, the
flow profile A(x,z) can be determined, as shown in Figure 46(C). Figure 46(B) shows the
2D frequency shift distribution before phase unwrapping. The measured position
differences of vessel 6 at two sequential OCT images are ∆x = 10 µm and ∆z = -31.45µm.
Thus, the vector of the blood vessel is (10, −200, −31.45). From Eqn. 24, the angle between
the scanning beam and blood vessel can be calculated as cosθ = 0.16 and θ = 80.8°. With
the value of cosθ, the calculated maximum flow speed in vessel 6 is 21.9 mm/s. From
Eqn. 26, the angle β can be calculated as cosβ = 0.99. With these parameters, the
volumetric flow in vessel 6 is calculated to be 3.18 µl/min with Eqn. 25.
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Figure 45: Flow as a Function of Time.
Flow speed variation with time for the vessels shown in Figure 44. The dashed
curve is for vessel 1, and the solid curve is for vessel 2.
With the vector of vessel 6 and its negative frequency shift, the flow direction in
vessel 6 can be identified according to the discussion of Figure 40. It is from scanning
plane S1 to S2. In our scanning pattern in Figure 43, plane S1 is close to the nerve head
compared with S2. Thus, this flow is toward the optic disc, and blood vessel 6 is a vein.
For vessel 1, the measured peak speed was 16.62 mm/s. The calculated blood flow was
2.52 µl/min. The determined flow direction in vessel 1 is into the optic disk. It is a vein.
For vessel 2, the measured peak flow speed was 49.17 mm/ s. The calculated flow was
6.96 µl/min. The determined flow direction is from the disk to the retina. Thus, vessel 2
is an artery. This agrees with the distinction based on the time course for pulsatile flow
velocity variation shown in Figure 45, where the systolic peak and diastolic trough in
flow velocity in the artery can be seen to slightly precede those in the vein.
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Figure 46: 2-Dimensional Speed Distribution.
(A) Doppler frequency shift image for vessel 6; (B) three-dimensional speed
distribution for the vessel marked by the dashed line in (A); (C) speed distribution
after phase unwrapping.
The blood flow distribution around the optic disc was characterized by
measuring each vessel individually. The flow direction is labeled in Figure 43, where the
solid arrow shows the blood flow direction to be from nerve head into the retina. Those
vessels are arteries. The dashed arrows are for veins in which the blood flow is from the
retina to the nerve head. The vessel size, peak flow velocity, and flow volume were
calculated and shown in Table 17 and Table 18 for veins and arteries, separately. It can
be seen that arteries and veins can also be distinguished by their peak flow velocities. In
this subject, roughly speaking, the maximum speeds are less than 30 mm/s in veins and
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greater than 38 mm/s in arteries. Summation of those flows gives the total flow out of
the retina from veins as 54.71 µl/min.

Table 17: Diameter, Flow Speed, and Flow Volume for the Retina Veins.

Table 18: Diameter, Flow Speed, and Flow Volume for the Retinal Arteries.
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Table 19: Statistical Result for Retinal Flow Measurement by FD-OCT.

7.5 Discussion
The results show that with dual-plane scanning pattern, the real flow speed can
be determined. To calculate the flow volume according to Eqn. 25, the pulsatile flow was
measured and averaged over one cardiac cycle. For a few arteries, the systolic velocity
caused signal fading. Fortunately, it was still possible to measure flow during diastole
(minimum flow portion of the cardiac cycle). For these arteries, we estimated the
average flow by the ratio k between the average flow speed and the minimum speed that
could be calculated from other arteries that did not exceed the system dynamic range
during the entire cardiac cycle. During continuous scanning, the minimum flow speed
can be detected for an artery. Then the peak flow of the artery is estimated with the
lowest speed multiplied by this factor k. The vessel in Table 18 shows the artery result.
The arteries marked with * are estimated values. To detect the volumetric flow from
arteries as accurately as from veins, the Doppler OCT system with high determinable
range is needed. Because the diameter of vessel 9 was much smaller than other vessels, a
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high scanning density was employed to get a good speed profile for flow calculation. A
high scanning density leads to a low fame rate. So the sampled smallest speed is not the
real minimum flow speed in vessel 9. This leads to the overestimated speed value, which
is higher than other arteries. Table 19(B) shows the statistical result forthis measurement.
The total arterial flow was 53.89 µl/min. This is close to the total venous flow of 54.71
µl/min. In literature, the measured total arterial and venous flows were 33±9.6 µl/min
and 34±6.3 µl/min, respectively, by laser Doppler velocimetry [123]. Our measurement
result is comparable with these results. Because the total venous flow volume is identical
to that of arteries in the retina, as shown by Riva and colleagues,18 the total venous flow
can be used to quantify the retinal blood flow. The limited velocity range that can be
measured with our OCT system only affects arterial measurements. We can still fully
assess retinal blood flow by limiting our measurements to the veins.
Accurate quantification of ocular blood flow is of increasing importance in
studying glaucoma. Although other measurement techniques have been developed to
assess various aspects of blood flow in the retina and choroid [110-112, 114], different
assumptions are needed for those techniques to quantify the flow. For example, POBF
requires several assumptions about scleral rigidity, and a universal intraocular pressure
eye volume relationship is needed. Moreover, most of these techniques do not produce
direct and absolute flow measurements, but employ with arbitrary units that only
indirectly reflect on flow. In coherence flow measurement [111], it detects the
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interference pattern formed by the laser light partially reflected by both the cornea and
the retina to determine the fundus movement in micrometers. This movement is used as
a surrogate for choroidal blood flow.
The LDF velocity measurement is based on the Doppler principle, wherein the
light reflected by moving blood cells is Doppler-shifted and returns with a slightly
altered frequency. The velocity can be determined by analyzing this frequency shift.
Because information about the speed distribution across the vessel is lacking, the flow
volume calculation requires an assumed relationship between the maximum Doppler
shift and the true average blood velocity. A photographic measurement of vessel
diameter is used to convert velocity to flow in LDF. Since the external diameter is more
visible than the inner diameter of the blood vessel, this measurement may overestimate
the cross-sectional flow area and the volumetric flow.
We describe the first retinal flow measurement method that produces absolute
flow measurement over the cardiac cycle without resorting to any assumptions on
anatomic or flow parameters. The measured result in volume flow units can be
compared between different subjects. Because the current measurement is for one vessel
at a time, this speed is slow for clinical applications. A fast scanning pattern will be
developed for quick assessment of the retinal flow.
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7.6 Summary
We present in vivo retinal flow measurement using Fourier domain Doppler
optical coherence tomography. A dual-plane scanning pattern was used to determine
the angle between the blood flow and scanning beam so that the total flow velocity can
be measured. Based on their different flow directions, arteries can be distinguished from
veins. Volumetric flow in each blood vessel around the optic nerve head was integrated
in one cardiac cycle in each measurement. The total retinal venous flow was 54.71
µl/min, and the total arterial flow was 53.89 µl/min. We believe this is the first
demonstration of total blood flow measurement with OCT.
Some limitations of the technique were observed. Signal fading from excessive
flow velocity occurred in some arteries during systole. Shortening signal integration
time may extend the detectable velocity range. Individually measuring the flow in each
retinal vessel proved tedious. A fast scanning method will be investigated to include
multiple vessels, possibly all retinal vessels, in a single scan.
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8. Depth Encoded Spectral Domain Phase Microscopy
8.1 Spectral Domain Phase Microscopy
8.1.1 Theory and Application
A recent extension of SDOCT involves using the phase information to extract
sub-wavelength motion within the sample volume. This technique, known as Spectral
Domain Phase Microscopy (SDPM) or optical coherence phase microscopy [124], is
capable of picometer-scale resolution due to the use of a common-path imaging geometry
and the extraordinary phase stability inherent in SDOCT systems. Eqn. 27 [125] directly
relates the change in phase between two A-lines in a common-path SDPM system, ∆Φ,
and the imaging source center wavelength λ0 to displacement within the sample volume,

δx. The minimum measurable displacement is proportional to the standard deviation of
the phase signal when measured from an ideal reflector. SDPM has proven uniquely
suited for studies of cellular dynamics [92, 126, 127].

δx =

∆φλ0
4πn

[Eqn. 27]

SDPM was used to measure the contraction of spontaneously beating
cardiomyocytes (Figure 47). Displacements on the order of 600 microns were measured
at the surface of the cell.
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Figure 47: Cardiomyocyte Contraction Measured with SDPM.
SDPM was used by Choma, et al. [125] to measure nanometer-scale
displacement in the surface of a spontaneously beating cardiomyocyte. (Top) Single
frame of video acquired of beating cardiomyocyte. Investigation of the video allowed
for determination of cell body motion during contraction. (Bottom) Cell surface
displacement calculated from phase change detected with SDPM.

8.1.2 Phase Stability and 3D Cell Imaging
Ellerbee, et al. [126] expanded SDPM to 2-dimensional imaging of the contraction
of cardiomyocytes. The experimental setup and the SDPM measurement of
spontaneously beating cardiomyocytes are shown in Figure 48. Interestingly, two
different domains of contraction (Figure 48C,D) were found within one cell with one
half exhibiting positive displacement and the other negative.
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Figure 48: 2D SDPM Imaging of Contracting Cardiomyocytes.
The system diagram consists of a common-path SDPM system that has been
adapted to image the input video port of a standard inverted microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc., Thornwood, New York). θx,y is a standard x-y
galvo scanner pair, and TL is a tube lens. (A) Amplitude image created by raster
scanning the beam across the spontaneously beating cardiomyocte as indicated by the
red line in (B). 100 line images were acquired at a 40 Hz scan rate. (C) SDPM phase
map indicating two directions of motion within the cardiomyocyte during
contraction. D) Phase traces from two independent lateral positions on the cell
indicating distinct positive and negative displacements from the left and right halves
of the cell, respectively.

8.2 Depth-Encoded Spectral Domain Phase Microscopy
8.2.1 Motivation and Theory
The nm-scale displacement sensitivity of SDPM may be particularly useful in the
noninvasive study of fast dynamic properties of the nervous system such as action
potential propagation in nerves and nerve-fiber bundles. Action potential propagation
along the length of an axon has been shown to produce changes as great as 20 nm in the
axonal diameter in samples such as the walking leg nerve of the American lobster [128].
SDOCT has been used to measure optical activation changes by tracking both the
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reflectivity [129] and phase as a function of time [130, 131]. Previous noninvasive
techniques have been unable to probe the action potential magnitude or duration
spatially across individual nerves. The ability to probe these properties of the nerve
would allow for determination of the action potential conduction velocity and allow for
a more exquisite understanding of the dynamics of the nerve. First-generation SDPM
systems which obtain axial displacement information at different locations sequentially
[132], however, have insufficient temporal resolution to quantify nerve conduction
velocity.
In order to overcome this limitation, we report on an extension of SDPM which
depth-encodes multiple SDPM signals through the use of distinct common-path sample
arms. The use of multiple reference surface locations to extend the utility in SDOCT has
been explored previously [133-135]. In this implementation, dual sample arms provide
instantaneous acquisition at two laterally displaced sample sites. One manifestation of
this technique uses a beamsplitter to split light from the sample arm fiber into two
sample paths. Matched lenses share a focal plane within the sample volume. The high
total pathlength difference between the two samples pushes any cross-correlation
between sample arms outside of the bandwidth of the detector. This yields a detector
current i at the spectrometer that is dependent upon the sample distance from the
common-path reference reflector, ∆l, in either arm and the power reflectivities of the
sample and reference reflectors, Rr and Rs (Eqn. 28).
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i ∝ Rr1 Rs1 cos(2k∆l s1− r1 ) + Rr 2 Rs 2 cos(2k∆l s 2− r 2 )

[Eqn. 28]

If the distance between the sample and the reference reflector in both arms is
approximately matched, then the fringe frequencies produced through interference with
the sample will be very close. This spacing can be tailored such that ∆l s 2−r 2 = ∆l s1−r1 + δl s
where δls is a fixed frequency shift based on the reference reflector position mismatch
between the two sample arms. The resultant signal (Eqn. 29) allows for two unique
interferograms to be collected for each sample arm with the same detector provided the
sample under test does not return a signal that covers the entire imaging range and
provided δls is small enough to overcome detector-dependent signal falloff [44].

i ∝ Rr1 Rs1 cos(2k∆l s1− r1 ) + Rr 2 Rs 2 cos[2k (∆l s1− r1 + δls )]

[Eqn. 29]

8.2.2 Validation
To demonstrate the depth-encoded technique, a standard SDOCT system [136]
was modified as illustrated in Figure 49. The maximum imaging depth of the system
was theoretically 2.3 mm with each sample line consisting of 2048 pixels acquired with a
100 µs integration time. The sample arm consisted of a collimating lens, a 50/50 pellicle
mirror that diverted a portion of the sample light to the first sample arm, and a second
mirror that directed light to the second sample arm. Both arms contained an f = 18.75
mm focal length lens, yielding a spatial resolution of 20 µm and a depth of focus of 125
µm. Power in the first sample arm (here indicated as S1 to specify its depth position
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within one A-scan) was ~800 µW with power in the second sample arm (S2) of ~400 µW,
both with a source center wavelength of 841 nm and source bandwidth of 49 nm. An
additional reference arm was attached to determine the SNR of the system and yielded a
peak SNR of 96 dB at 200 µm from the zero pathlength point in sample arm 1.

Figure 49: System Setup for Depth-Encoded SDPM.
This topology is based on a standard SDOCT configuration with the reference
arm blocked and includes an additional sample arm. PM: 50/50 pellicle mirror used to
split light between the two sample paths, M: mirror, MS: microscope slide, CG: cover
glass; S: sample under test. Activation measurements use two differential amplifiers
for recording of electrical activation. The nerve sample rests on a 4 axis stage that
includes motorized angle and translation stages.
Data lines were Fourier transformed, interpolated from wavelength to
wavenumber, and phase unwrapped. The phase was then tracked as a function of time
across M-scan frames at the location of sample reflectivity peaks. S2 focused through the
bottom surface of a microscope slide, which acted as the reference reflector in the
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common-path setup. A microscope cover glass was attached in S1 to the bottom face of
the same microscope slide using index matching gel to create a reference reflector offset
by the thickness of the cover glass. When a contiguous sample was placed beneath the
reference reflectors, light returning from the arm with the cover glass would appear
nearer to the zero pathlength difference location, while signal from the arm with no
cover glass would be displaced by δls = 200 µm, the optical thickness of the cover glass.
As a proof of concept, one cover glass thickness was used to space S1 a distance
of 150 µm from the zero pathlength difference location. Signal returning from S1 and S2
were matched in intensity at the detector by adjusting the alignment in both arms. Phase
standard deviation data was acquired with a mirror in the sample position in both S1
and S2. Additionally, data was acquired from both sites and then alternately at either
site with the other site blocked to confirm the location of the depth bins (Figure 52). As
further proof of concept, a microscope slide was then placed in the sample position and
heated with a flame at one end to measure the dynamic changes in the glass thickness at
two lateral locations simultaneously as a function of time (Figure 53).
To validate the utility of DESDPM in measuring nm-scale displacements in a
biological sample, the setup in Figure 50 (A) was constructed. This layout includes a
piezoelectric actuator in both sample arms. The actuators are connected to a National
Instruments PCI-6221 multi-function DAQ card (National Instruments, Austin, TX) via
20x voltage amplifiers. The objective lens (L2) used in both arms is an f = 18 mm lens,
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which constricts the depth of focus and eliminates the cross-correlation terms with the
top surface of the microscope slide reference glass. The minimum displacement
measured in both arms was less than 600 pm, and independent displacement profiles
were constructed for both small (on the level of an isolated nerve) and large (near phase
wrapping) displacements (Figure 51 (A-D)). The ability to uniquely resolve phase
profiles matching distinct drive amplitudes and waveforms highlights the ability of
DESDPM to capture displacement information from two unique locations
simultaneously. Alex Reinstein, an undergraduate student at Duke University, was of
great help in the DESDPM validation and aided in the implementation experiment as
well.

Figure 50: Setup and noise floor for DESDPM validation.
(A) is form of the standard DESDPM setup and includes a collimating lens
(L1), beam splitter (BS), objective lenses (L2), a microscope slide for common path
phase reference (MS), and a mirror (M) attached to a piezoelectric actuator (PA). The
standard deviation of the phase for 0V drive voltage yields a noise floor of 349 pm for
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arm 1 (B) and 584 pm for arm 2 (C). (D) is a plot of the A-scan as a function of depth
with spikes at the PA1 and PA2 mirror depths.

Figure 51: Piezoelectric displacement validation of DESDPM.
(A, B) are from first depth under study and (C, D) are from the second depth
under study. (A, C) show low voltage transducer drive voltages, producing
mechanical displacements on the order of an isolated nerve sample while (B, D) show
much higher drive voltages and displacements approaching the phase wrapping
condition.

8.2.3 Applications in Neurobiology
Dynamic measurement of intrinsic biological signals requires significant
temporal and spatial resolution to capture the signal of interest. One model of interest is
the isolated nerve; in-vitro nerve preparations are useful in studying the basic
physiological processes associated with nerve conduction. Multiple models have been
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used in the basic study of neurology, including the sea slug abdominal ganglion[129],
earthworm nerve, and the leg nerve of the crayfish, crab, and lobster [137, 138].

Figure 52: Depth Multiplexing Proof of Concept.
(A) Angled chamber for depth-multiplexing experiment. (B) Theoretical
schematic for signal generation. Samples at S1 and S2 contain different reference-tosample spacings dz1 and dz2. (C) Intensity profile from both sample sites with a
microscope cover glass as the sample. The peak at 200 mm is the auto-correlation
signal between the top and bottom surfaces of the cover glass. (D) Plots from channels
1 and 2 with the alternate channel blocked indicating the location of the depth bins.

Activation has been known to induce changes in light scattering. Tasaki and
Iwasa have shown the light scattering changes are coincident with a mechanical change
in the surface of the nerve [139-141]. Further research has shown that this change is
detectable via other optical methods including fluorescence imaging [142] and crosspolarization birefringence imaging [143, 144]. The technique was then applied to the
walking leg nerve of the lobster Homerus Americanus. The walking leg nerve was
submerged in a bath of crustacean Ringer’s consisting of 462 mM NaCl, 16 mM KCl, 26
mM CaCl2, 8 mM MgCl2, 10 mM TRIS, 10 mM maleic acid, and 11 mM glucose
buffered to pH 7.4 with NaOH[145]. A 4-5 cm long segment was extracted starting at the
second pereiopod by making two cuts along the caudal aspect of the walking leg,
removing a section of the shell, and then tying off the nerve before extraction. The
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dissection took about 10 minutes per leg, and the best tissue samples were found in the
clawed walking legs, yielding at least 4 robust samples per lobster.

Figure 53: DESDPM Heat Propagation Experiment.
(A) A microscope slide was placed in the sample position and one end was
heated using a butane torch. (B) M-Scan of the microscope slide. Sample site S1
(nearest the flame) and S2 are indicated in the image. SR: surface reflections from the
sample slide, CT: cross terms between the surfaces of the sample slide and reference
slide, E: Nyquist-wrapped echoes from mixing of the reference slide bottom surface
and the sample slide top surface. The spacing between the top surface reflections is
approximately 200 microns (T), which matches the optical thickness of the cover glass
used for reference spacing. (C) Phase profiles from sample sites S1 and S2 unwrapped
as a function of time. The displacement at S1 occurs before that at S2. (D) Enlarged
plot of the region indicated in C. The delay between 50% rise times (indicated by the
arrow) of the two phase profiles is 51 ms.
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Figure 54(A) is the chamber used for the DESDPM lobster nerve
experiment. Its design was based on that of Akkin, et al. [131] and contained two
stimulus electrodes, a single channel that held the nerve covered in Ringer’s, an isolation
pool that dispersed field current, and two pairs of recording electrodes to measure the
nerve current near the optical activation recording sites. A mix of petroleum jelly and
mineral oil was placed in the isolation pool and proved to limit the recorded current to
that contained in the nerve. Tin electrode wires were anchored in place using silicon
sealant. Recording wires were connected to differential amplifiers (DAM-50, World
Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL). Electrical stimulus and recording as well as
spectrometer acquisition were synchronized and controlled via Labview (National
Instruments, Austin, TX). Stimuli pulses 100 mA in amplitude and 200 µs in duration
were used to activate the nerve. 500-line SDOCT M-scans were acquired using an
integration time of 100 µs for a total acquisition time per frame of 50 ms. A 10 ms delay
between the trigger pulse and the stimulus pulse was used to ensure both the optical
and electrical would be recorded correctly. 50 frames of optical activation were acquired
and averaged. Figure 54(B) highlights the theoretical signal origin using this chamber
design.
Additional processing was used to extract activation data from phase
maps as a function of depth and time. A linear fit was applied to each line of phase as a
function of time and the result was subtracted to remove phase drift as a function of
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time. Maps of phase data were then thresholded such that all lines as a function of time
were zeroed if the maximum of that line was greater than an anticipated displacement
maximum of 250 milliradians (12 nm assuming n = 1.38) [146]. Maps were then masked
to zero the regions outside of the anticipated temporal and spatial activation regions.
The next data mask was based on the correlation of the temporal phase line with a
Gaussian kernel that approximated the phase profile expected during activation. Phase
lines with a correlation distance (defined as the full-width at half maximum of the crosscorrelation) greater than a threshold and correlation maximum less than a threshold
were set to zero. Phase lines were then thresholded based on the number of zerocrossings of the phase signal minus two standard deviations of the noise floor of the
signal. Ideally, the phase line will have two crossings about this line, indicating one
phase peak above the baseline. Finally, phase lines were masked out if the temporal
incidence of the optical peak was more than 10 ms away from the temporal incidence of
the measured electrical activation peak.

8.2.4 Results
Figure 52(C) and Figure 52(D) are plots of the depth profile generated from both
sample sites with a cover glass as the sample. In Figure 52(D), site 1 was blocked while
imaging site 2 and vice versa to generate two distinct depth plots that differentiate the
data acquired from the two sample arms.
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Temporal profiles indicating the change in thickness of a microscope slide due to
heating the sample in arm S1 with a direct flame are shown in Figure 53. Figure 53(B) is
a map of the phase as a function of depth and time, and Figure 53(C) is a plot of the
phase as a function of time from the top surface of the microscope slide at both lateral
positions. Figure 53(D) highlights the delay of 51 ms in the 50% rise time between the
two sample sites.

Figure 54: Nerve Action Potential Propagation Experiment.
(A) Chamber for electrical stimulus and optical and electrical recording of
action potential propagation. (B) Theoretical origin of optical signals. The fixed
reference-to-sample spacing in S1 and S2 define the depth bins for the nerve sample.
(C) B-scan acquired with the use of a reference arm to improve the brightness of the
nerve samples. S1 and S2 are the nerve at two different lateral positions and W are the
walls of the chamber. (D) Electrical activation signal. (E) Processed phase map with
activation at S1 and S2. (F) Activation at sites S1 and S2.
A B-Scan was acquired by adding a reference arm to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio of the measured signal. The result is shown in Figure 54(C), and the nerve at both
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sites (S1, S2) and the chamber walls (W) are highlighted in the figure. The phase map
from the walking leg nerve (Figure 54(E)) shows two locations where the signal rises
above the background. The electrical and optical activation signals are shown in Figure
54(D) and Figure 54(F), respectively. The electrical activation peaks have a delay of 2.9
ms, and the optical displacement spikes of 8.8 nm (S1) and 3.2 nm (S2) have a delay of
2.2 ms. For an estimated spacing of 15 mm for both optical and electrical, this yields a
conduction velocity of 5.2 m/s and 6.8 m/s for the electrical and optical, respectively. The
difference in conduction velocity measured is 23%.
The processing chain was applied to all 98 data sets collected throughout the
collection of nerve activation experiments on multiple iterations of the chamber design.
Of the 99 files containing stimulus data, 20 passed through the processing filters to
return data approximating activation (Figure 55 and Figure 56). 16 files containing no
stimulus (control data) passed through the processing filters (Figure 57 and Figure 58).
Table 20 is a breakdown of the results using the filtering operations.
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Figure 55: Optical Nerve Activation Data with Stimulus Applied.
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Figure 56: Electrical Nerve Activation Data with Stimulus Applied.
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Figure 57: Optical Nerve Activation Data with No Stimulus Applied.
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Figure 58: Electrical Nerve Activation Data with No Stimulus Applied.
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Table 20: DESDPM Filtering Results.
Results of filtering the DESDPM data for signals resembling those found in
the literature. The number of false positives approached that of the true positives,
yielding a precision of 56%.

8.2.5 Discussion
The light from the sample in arm S2 interferes with the bottom surface of the
cover glass, while cross-correlation with the interface between the glass and microscope
slide was minimized through the use of index matching gel. Weak cross terms appeared
between the sample and the top surface of the slide as the total thickness of slide and
cover glass was still within the maximum imaging depth of the A-scan data. The use of a
high NA lens would decrease the depth of focus and improve the suppression of
unwanted cross terms. AR coating the top surface of the slide or stacking multiple slides
with index matching gel between layers would also reduce cross terms at deeper depths.
The standard deviation of the phase at S1 is lower. This may be due in part to the higher
depth-dependent SNR at S1 relative to S2 as it has been shown that the minimum
displacement can be related directly to the signal to noise ratio [125]. For the heated
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sample slide, there was a lag in the increase in phase that is directly related to the
thermal conductivity of the glass. An accurate knowledge of the heating temperature
would allow for a thorough analysis of the temporal lag and its relation to the thermal
expansion of the glass.
Others have noted the difficulty in obtaining optical activation data from viable
samples [128]. As such, phase maps were used to aid in the location of the activation
signal. The processing used to extract activation in the nerve samples was applied to 99
sets of optical activation data, and only 20 of those contained any activation data after
passing through all of the filtering masks. This repeatability may be increased by using
an external reference arm to acquire B-scans to be used for sample alignment to precisely
locate the origin of the optical activation signal.
The data shown in Figure 55 and Figure 57 showing the results from the
stimulus-present and stimulus-absent data indicate the processing chain or the
experimental setup, while tailored to return signals approximating those presented in
the literature, needs refinement. Many of the common path data sets analyzed were
acquired before B-scan acquisition was setup, so the alignment of the nerve relative to
the beam was accomplished by viewing the A-scan profiles. The first and most obvious
adjustment to the experimental setup is the addition of B-scan acquisition through either
paired galvo-based scanners or a single lateral translation stage under the sample. The
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former facilitates faster image acquisition while the latter ensures the lateral scanning at
both sample sites occurs simultaneously.
The minimum displacement detectable within a sample volume has been found
and preliminary data with a heated microscope slide has been collected to demonstrate
the ability of DESDPM to small displacements at two sites simultaneously. This
technique was further applied to measure the action potential of an excised nerve
sample. The electrical and optical measurements of action potential at two sites
produced conduction velocities that varied by 23% but were still within the anticipated
range for this biological sample. This technique may prove useful in the measurement of
dynamic biological processes due to its ability to measure complex processes at two
spatially unique sites simultaneously. Further work may be necessary to improve the
process of nerve alignment and data collection to ensure repeatable results across
experiments.
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9. Further Work
9.1 Doppler SDOCT
Recent developments in Doppler SDOCT have shown that interest in the
technology is moving towards volumetric vessel mapping [147]. Techniques have been
developed to highlight specific frequencies in the Doppler signal [148] as well. It seems
an application of Doppler that will allow it to more fully penetrate the clinic remains to
be found. A thorough repeatability study on a large number of patients would provide
confidence in the technique. Doppler extensions that can replicate or act as a proxy for
laser Doppler perfusion measurements or fluorescein / ICG angiography would prove
exceedingly useful as they could extend the functionality of the SDOCT device into the
space covered by alternatives.

9.2 Depth-Encoded SDPM
DESDPM may be extended to more than 2 channels by using N > 2 sample arms.
This limits the power available in each arm and requires either an N-channel fiber
coupler or a collection of beamsplitters, both of which are potentially lossy options. That
said, this method would allow interrogation of the fast temporal dynamics of a sample
at N sites simultaneously.
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Figure 59: Multi-channel DESDPM.
In an extension of DESDPM, more than 2 channels may be encoded provided
the sample thickness is less than the inter
inter-channel
channel spacing.

9.3 In Vivo Human Retinal Optophysiology Using SDPM
9.3.1 Motivation
Measurement of rretinal
etinal function is vital to the characterization of pathology and
disease state as well as the research of new therapies. Many eye diseases are
characterized by localized loss of function, an example being the loss of central vision in
age-related macular degeneration. The ability to accurately measure the extent and
intensity of loss can aid in the treatment of such diseases.
Standard techniques for measuring retinal activation to a stimulus include the
electroretinogram (ERG) and visually evoked potentia
potentials
ls (VEP). Both are techniques that
involve placing a contact electrode ((Figure 60)) on or near the cornea. As light is
transduced into electrical signals, some residual current is passed through the sclera,
and this can be measured with the contact electrode. ERG and VEP are one-shot
one
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measurements that produce a single voltage trace that is characteristic of the eye’s
response to the stimulus.

Figure 60: ERG Electrodes for Retinal Electrophysiology.
Contact electrodes for electroretinogram measurement. Images from Creel
tutorial on clinical electrophysiology [149].
Multi-focal ERG [150] uses a temporally gated, structured stimulus and records
voltage potentials as a function of time. It then correlates those voltages given the time
of activation and generates an activation map as a function of retinal position. This map
is then used to generate an intensity plot indicating areas of retinal dysfunction (Figure
61). Commercially available ERG and multi-focal ERG systems are available from LKC
Technologies, Inc. (Gaithersburg, Maryland). Both require patient contact to acquire an
activation metric.
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Figure 61: Multifocal ERG Measurement.
Collection of intensity maps of multi-focal ERG activation data from both
normal (bottom right) and subjects with AMD (top, bottom left) [149].
The only non-invasive retinal activation measurement technique with systems
available commercially is microperimetry (MP-1, Nidek Co., Ltd., Fremont, CA).
Microperimetry relies on patients subjectively indicating the presence of point sources of
light of varying intensity and spatial position within their field of view. The examination
lasts on the order of minutes and is susceptible to patient fatigue.
It has been shown [151, 152] that flood illumination with photobleaching
intensity elicits a response from the photoreceptors that can be measured directly with
SDOCT as a change in reflectivity. The response at a single spot on the retina was
measured as changes in reflectivity as a function of time and was small (on the order of
5-10%).
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The goal then becomes to non-invasively image a large field of the retina quickly
and to provide a completely objective metric for retinal activation. As SDPM provides an
exquisite measure of the phase, which should be very sensitive to changes in the
photoreceptor layer in response to activation, it should prove a viable technique for
accomplishing this goal. Imaging the human retina with standard, raster scan-based
SDPM will provide us the insight as to whether or not the activation measurement is
possible. Once confirmed that SDPM in the retina is possible, extension of parallel
techniques such as DESDPM, will allow us to non-invasively probe fast retinal dynamics
once only measurable by intra-ocular needle electrodes.

9.3.2 Preliminary Data
We propose using a structured stimulation pattern that consists of either an edge
or grating stimulus pattern. The temporal and spatial frequencies of the edge and
grating can be tailored to promote the strongest activation signal in the retina. The
frequency of stimulation also provides a unique marker as to the presence of activation
within the SDPM data. Tracking the change in phase at each spatial location as a
function of time and then backing out the frequency content via the Fourier transform
should yield a strong peak at the activation frequency in regions of the retina with large
populations of photoreceptors.
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Figure 62: Retinal Activation B-Scan Description.
(A-D) Locations for phase tracking to determine the presence of an activation
signal. RPE: retinal pigment epithelium, IOSB: inner/outer segment boundary, RNFL:
retinal nerve fiber layer, ONH: optic nerve head, CFN: constant frequency noise.
Preliminary data acquired toward this aim was collected using the retinal
SDOCT system detailed in Figure 36. The standard SDOCT system was modified by
blocking the reference arm and increasing the integration time until the detected signal
is purely a function of cross-correlation between sample reflectors. As the retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE) is the most highly reflective layer within the retina, it is
assumed that the cross-correlation signal is primarily due to the correlation between the
RPE and all other layers within the retina. Figure 62 is an image acquired in this manner
with the RPE, the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL), and the approximate location of the
boundary between the inner and outer photoreceptor segments. Figure 62 A-D indicate
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the depth and lateral position of pixels interrogated. 1000 1 mm [100 lateral lines] x 2.2
mm [1024 depth samples] frames were collected using an integration time of 400 µs/line.
This produced a 25 frames per second frame rate and a maximum detectable frequency
in the phase change signal of 12.5 Hz. The right eye of a healthy, 26-year old male was
stimulated using a moving edge created by using an LED to back-illuminate an optical
chopper wheel set to module the light throughput at 10 Hz. Specific locations were
selected based on the probability of an activation signal at that location. The phase as a
function of time was low pass filtered to smooth the signal and the Fourier transform
was applied to determine the frequency content. Figure 63 (A-D) are plots of the phase
at Figure 62 positions (A-B), respectively. The phases at (C) and (D) are randomized as
expected, while the variation in phase within the tissue at (A) and (B) is small. The
frequency plots indicate a strong signal at the stimulation frequency of 10 Hz for both
(A) and (B) while the frequency content for (C) and (D) is essentially all noise.
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Figure 63: Retinal Activation from Select Locations.
(A-D) Phase as a function of time (left column) and Fourier transform of that
phase content (right column). Locations (A) and (B) both have well-defined peaks at
the activation frequency of 10 Hz.
This processing was applied in parallel to many selected pixels within the image
(Figure 63) and a grading criteria was applied in which locations with essentially noise
or some peaks around 10 Hz surrounded by noise of an equal magnitude were colored
red. Locations with a well-defined 10 Hz peak above the surrounding frequency noise
were marked in yellow. It is clear from this figure that there is a strong 10 Hz signal
indicating activation in the inner/outer photoreceptor segment region. Yellow activation
indicators in other locations may be due to changes within the ganglion or inner
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photoreceptor layers. This preliminary work is a strong indicator that it is possible to use
SDPM to capture changes in phase in-vivo caused by retinal activation if a lock-in
technique is employed using a swept grating or edge stimulus.

Figure 64: Retinal Activation Sites Highlighted on a B-Scan.
Functional map of retinal activation at selected points. Yellow indicates
activation at the 10 Hz stimulation signal while red indicates signals that are
essentially noise.
While the results above are promising, common path acquisition of retinal data
does not produce a high quality image of the retina and can be confounded by crosscorrelation of tissues other than the RPE (namely the RNFL) with the rest of the retinal
tissue. We will extend this parallel mapping technique to standard SDOCT B-Scan
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frames that have been self-phase referenced using a fixed structure within each frame. It
has been shown that the RPE randomizes phase [153, 154], suggesting it is a poor phase
reference within the retina. The RNFL, however, is highly birefringent and should serve
as an excellent phase reference. 500 frames of 1 mm [100 lateral] lines x 2.2 mm [1024
depth] samples will be collected. The stimulation will be provided by an LCD screen
that occupies approximately 30-40 degrees of the subject’s field of view. Both edge and
grating stimuli will be used with matched spatial and temporal frequencies will be used
to activate the retina. 2-D cross correlation will be employed to register for lateral and
depth motion of the subject during the imaging session. Simple edge detection
algorithms will be implemented to determine the vitreal / inner limiting membrane
interface and a 3-5 pixel offset will be applied to center the detected edge in the RNFL.
The phase at the RNFL for each lateral position within the B-Scan frame will be
subtracted from the phase in all other pixels within that A-Scan. The phase at each
position in the B-Scan frame will be tracked as a function of time and the Fourier
Transform will be used to determine the frequency content at that location. To automate
activation detection, the total power within frequency windows around and at the
stimulation frequency will be determined. The result will be a representative B-Scan
frame from the data set with an overlay indicating regions of activation. Locations with
total power that is not above a fixed number of standard deviations above the mean of
the frequency signal will be thresholded out and the location will not be highlighted on
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the final activation map. Pixels with signal above the threshold will be highlighted on
the activation map.
This method has clear potential benefits over other retinal activation
measurement techniques. Using a phase reference within the data set emulates the
common path phase referencing in standard SDPM, which should boost phase
sensitivity and allow for much finer displacement resolution than tracking reflectivity
changes as a function of time provides. Recording B-Scan frames of data rather than a
single point as a function of time results in more accurate correction of subject motion.
More importantly, this will be, to the best of our knowledge, the first time an activation
map of an entire lateral scan is produced. This is a large step toward non-invasive,
functional mapping of the retina, which has far-reaching impact on both the diagnosis
and study of retinal diseases.

9.4 Imaging of Retinal Photo-Activation Using SDPM in an
Isolated Mouse Retina Model
The isolated mouse retina optophysiology experiment proposed here was
developed with the help of Hansford Hendargo at Duke University as part of a
collaboration with Vadim Arshavsky and Rolf Herrmann of the Duke University Eye
Center. This work was submitted as an incubator grant application through the Duke
Institute for Brain Sciences which was awarded in 2008.
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9.4.1 Background and Motivation
The ERG technique is among the oldest and most ubiquitously used techniques
in visual sciences and clinical diagnostics of visual disorders [155]. It is based on
measurements of the light-evoked electrical activity of retinal neurons by an electrode
placed at the surface of the cornea. The fundamental advantage of this technique is the
ability to conduct electrophysiological measurements from an intact animal or human
subject. A variation of this technique involves recording of ERG signals from an isolated
retina placed in physiological solution [156]. This allows the study of retinal physiology
after applying chemical compounds specifically affecting individual types of retinal
neurons.
A typical ERG recording, illustrated in Figure 65, shows the two major phases, or
waves, of the ERG signal. The a-wave is a negative voltage deflection originated from
closure of light-sensitive ion channels in rods and cones directly excited by light. The
next, larger deflection in the opposite direction is called the b-wave. It originates from
activity in the next neurons in line, the bipolar cells. Finally, the sharp spikes on the top
of the b-wave are the oscillatory potentials reflecting the activity of the ganglion cells
directly responsible for transmitting the visual information to the brain.
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Figure 65: ERG Signal Composition.
Top: Illustration of the layered structure of the retina; Bottom: Typical ERG
response to a flash of light (hν
ν).
Even such a superficial description allows the appreciation of how much
information can be learned from the analysis of ERG recordings. However, the ERG
technique also has a fundamental limitation: the signals originated from different cell
types overlap. For instance, the a-wave reflects only about half of the electrical response
produced by rods and cones and then it becomes “cut off” by the bipolar cell activation.
Similarly, the b-wave does not represent just the activity of bipolar cells but also
ganglion cells and glial Mueller cells of the retina. All these cells reside in distinct retina
layers and it is reasonable to believe that a non-invasive technique that can dissect
retinal activity not just temporally but also spatially would have a huge impact on our
ability to study retinal physiology and pathophysiology. Our goal is to evaluate whether
SDPM may serve as the technique capable of accomplishing this goal.
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Before moving to a more detailed description of the SDPM approach, we should
also stress the potential significance of our work to the clinical diagnosis of eye diseases
(see [155] for the most recent review). ERG is used in practical medicine for diagnosing
functional disorders of the retina, such as those taking place in inheritable retinal
degenerations, and for assessing the progression of functional loss of vision that may
often take place without major structural abnormalities. However, not every eye hospital
is equipped with ERG capability, partly because it is a rather exquisite technique
requiring highly trained personnel. Also, patients do not like it because it requires an
uncomfortable procedure of placing an electrode on their cornea. In contrast, OCT is
becoming a ubiquitous approach in clinical diagnostics, for instance for the analysis of
structural changes in the macula which accompany the progression of age-related
macular degeneration. From the patients’ perspective, this is a much easier procedure
which is not much different from a routine eye exam using a slit lamp. Therefore, we
believe that moving OCT clinical applications from their current structural domain to
analyzing both retinal structure and function would be extremely beneficial for
expanding our ability of early diagnosis of visual disorders.

9.4.2 Isolated Mouse Retina Preparation
An isolated mouse retina preparation will be developed based on preparations
described previously in the literature [157-161]. C57BL/6 mice will be dark-adapted
overnight in a dark room before being sedated with CO2 and sacrificed by cervical
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dislocation in accordance with Duke University’s IACUC procedures. Using IR goggles
in a dark room, the eye will be enucleated and hemisected to remove the anterior
segment, the lens, and the vitreous. The retina will then be inverted onto a Teflon rod to
maintain its shape and the retinal pigment epithelium will be teased away. The retinal
tissue will then be placed vitreous-side down onto a custom tissue mount (Figure 66 (A))
with a radius of curvature of 1.5 mm, which approximately matches the curvature of the
isolated retina [162]. This mount sits between a standard tissue chamber and a
temperature-controlled base (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT). Ames medium
bubbled with 95 % oxygen and 5 % carbon dioxide will be perfused at a rate of 1 ml/min
over the isolated retina. A ring of silver/silver-chloride wire will hold the excised retina
in place and serve as the probe electrode for flash ERG recording while a separate
silver/silver-chloride disc electrode resting in the perfusate will serve as the ERG
reference. Perfuaste and chamber termperature will both be held fixed at 36±0.5°C via,
respectively, an in-line perfusate heater and a thermistor in the chamber base, both
connected to a two-channel temperature controller.
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Figure 66: Isolated Mouse Retina Tissue Mount.
(A) Custom tissue mount with a 1.5 mm radius convex mount matched to the
curvature of the isolated retina. (B) Alternate tissue mount with an inset for a #2
coverslip that will serve as the reference reflection for SDPM data acquisition. (C)
Schematic of isolated retina imaging system. The retina (R) is held in the chamber by
a silver/silver-chloride ring electrode (ERG Rec). A silver/silver-chloride disc
electrode (ERG Ref) records the current reference from the perfusate (P). The SDPM
light (SDPM) and stimulus illumination (IL) are both incident on the photoreceptor
side of the retina.

9.4.3 SDPM and ERG Sub-systems
The SDPM system that will be built for this application will have the spectral
domain topology (see Figure 36) and will use a superluminescent diode with a center
wavelength λ0=830nm and FWHM bandwidth ∆λ=49nm. It must be noted that the
energy at this wavelength cannot be absorbed by the visual pigment and, therefore, will
not corrupt any of the retinal activity induced by visible stimuli. This light will be
passed through a 50/50 fiber coupler to the reference and sample arms of an
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interferometer. Sample light will be passed through a scanning galvanometer pair that
will be used for beam alignment on the sample as well as 2D raster scanning for SDOCT
imaging. Sample light will be descanned by the galvanometer and will be incident on a
spectrometer composed of a transmission grating and a linear array detector (Atmel
M2CL2014, Atmel Corporation, San Jose, CA). The sample arm will be mounted to a
standard Zeiss Discovery microscope base with an adapter plate for the tissue chamber
base. The tissue mount in Figure 66(A) is designed such that the dominant crosscorrelation term will occur between the air-perfusate interface and the retina tissue
layers and should enable adequate SDPM signal for a proof-of-concept experiment.
Figure 66(B) is a custom chamber that is compatible with the Warner base and contains
an inset for a #2 glass coverslip which would act as a much stronger common-path
reference reflector should the signal produced by the mount in Figure 66(A) not be
sufficient.
ERG illumination from 0.01 mlux to 1 klux (8 log levels) will be accomplished by
a custom lighting unit that is collinear with the optical path (Figure 66(C)) of the OCT
system. Both the lighting unit and the ERG electrodes will interface with an Espion E2
(Diagnosys, LLC, Lowell, MA) ERG system, currently used in the Arshavsky laboratory,
which will control both ERG stimulus and recording.
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9.4.4 Experimental Technique and Data Processing
With the reference arm unblocked, SDOCT images of the sample will be acquired
and used to position the probe beam on the sample. The reference arm will then be
blocked and raw SDPM data will be acquired through the spectrometer with the beam
stationary on the sample. Background noise will be removed by averaging all spectra
from one frame of data, low-pass filtering the averaged trace, and subtracting the result
from all lines within the frame. The data will then be resampled from wavenumber to
wavelength space and then Fourier transformed from the spatial frequency space to
depth. The phase will be extracted from the complex data and then tracked as a function
of both depth and time and changes in the phase will be correlated directly to changes in
the ERG as a function of time relative to the light stimulus, as described in the next Aim.

9.4.5 Proposed Experiments and Analysis
1. Illumination intensity on the isolated wild type mouse retina will be ramped as
illustrated in Figure 67 for recordings obtained from a whole mouse. This will establish
the entire range of light responsiveness of our isolated retina preparation. While the
overall dependencies in isolated retina and whole animal are expected to be similar, the
actual light intensity range incident on the retina will be different due to the lack of the
front of the eye in the isolated preparation.
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Figure 67: Isolated A- and B-Waves.
The amplitudes of isolated ERG a-wave and b-wave components recorded
from a mouse as a function of flash intensity over 7 log levels of light intensity.
2. We will then calibrate the flash intensities obtained from our stimulus source
in terms of the amount of visual pigment bleached per flash of a given intensity. This
will allow us to interpret all subsequently collected data in the most biologically relevant
terms: the number of rhodopsin phtoisomerizations per photoreceptor per flash. This
will be accomplished by measuring rhodopsin concentration in the retina by difference
spectroscopy after the flash before and after rhodopsin regeneration with the 11-cisretinal chromophore [163]. Briefly, the retina will be sonicated in the dark in 250µl of
water. A 100 µL aliquot will be solubilized in detergent and rhodopsin concentration
will be measured by difference spectrometry using the molar extinction coefficient of
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40,500 at 498 nm. The rest of the sonicated sample will be mixed with 0.5 µl of 4 mM 11cis-retinal, sonicated again and incubated at 37ºC for 40 min in complete darkness. Upon
the completion of regeneration, rhodopsin concentration will be determined in a 100 µl
aliquot, as in the non-regenerated sample. The extent of rhodopsin bleaching in the
retina will be calculated as the difference between the measured rhodopsin
concentration in regenerated and non-regenerated samples. For bleaching less than 10%
rhodopsin, rhodopsin bleaching will be calculated from the known calibration curve of
the light source. For the conversion between the fraction of bleached rhodopsin and the
number of rhodopsin activations per photoreceptor we will consider that each mouse
rod contains 7·107 rhodopsins and each cone about half of that amount [164].
3. We will conduct SDPM measurements following light flashes of intensities
evenly scaled by one log unit throughout the entire range of responsiveness and
determine at which light intensities we can see an optical signal at any layer of the
retina. As described in the Background section, we are certain that the changes of the
refractive index required for obtaining SDPM signals take place in rod outer segments.
However, the outer segment dependency on the amount of photoexcited rhodopsin and
the presence of additional signals in layers other than the rod outer segments are
unexplored.
4. Next, we will compare the kinetics, amplitudes and phases of any optical
changes with kinetics and amplitudes of the ERG a- and b-wave signals recorded at the
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same flash intensity. Any observed signal correlation, when considered alongside
knowledge of the retinal layer of origin of the optical signal, will provide a hypothesis
for the biological origin of each recorded optical signal.

Figure 68: Light-Evoked Responses from Rod and Cone.
Light-evoked electrical responses recorded for rod and cone outer segments
and receptor terminals, as well as from their corresponding bipolar cells. Modified
from the 2005 Burns and Arshavsky review [165].
5. Following the first round of hypothesis formation, we will correlate the
characteristics of the observed optical changes with those of published electrical
responses recorded from isolated retinal neurons and retinal slices. Examples of such
recordings from photoreceptors and bipolar cells (Figure 68) illustrate that retinal layers,
including sections taken from different parts of the same photoreceptor cell, have unique
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amplitude and kinetic characteristics [165]. This stresses the significance of any spatially
resolved information captured by the optical measurement from the intact retina as the
true natures of these depth-dependent signal variations are lost in the massed waveform
of the ERG.
6. The next major stage of this study will be evaluation of any hypotheses
generated at steps 4 and 5 using genetically manipulated mice. The first potential model
is the mouse lacking the mGluR6 ion channel in the ON-bipolar cells [166]. Without this
channel, ON-bipolar cells are completely incapable of being activated by rods and cones,
whereas rods and cones themselves are normal in these animals. As a result, they have
been shown to have normal a-waves but no b-waves in their ERG responses. The
comparison of these animals’ optical signals to those from wild type mice will help us to
dissect and differentiate the pre- and post-synaptic components of any of the changes
observed with SDPM in the rod-bipolar synaptic layer.
There are three potential areas of future developments. First, we will consider
exploring more mutant mouse models, most importantly mice containing only rod
vision (we will use the mouse in which cone transducin is inactivated by a mutation) or
cone vision (the mouse in which rod transducin is knocked out). Subsequently, we will
analyze mice with more complex phenotypes such as one characterized by a slowed
recovery from light response or one in which photoresponses in rods are unusually large
due to the lack of normal feedback regulation of the response duration. We could also
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consider blocking some of the neuronal connections in the isolated retina by
pharmaceutical agents in lieu of or in addition to using retinas from mutant mice. We
will then move our technology to analyzing visual function in the eyes of anesthetized,
intact animals. The same battery of mutant mice could be used for verifying the cellular
sources of the recorded SDPM and ERG signals. Finally, as most technical aspects of this
methodology are worked out in the mouse, we will move toward conducting human
studies and will search for useful diagnostic applications of this technology.

9.5 Concluding Remarks
This work has explored both structural and functional imaging of tissue
microstructure using spectral domain optical coherence tomography. Coarse and fine
phase changes were exploited through Doppler SDOCT and SDPM to investigate
scattering changes related to motion. An SDOCT system was developed from the
ground-up and was subsequently used in multiple clinical studies. Efforts here have also
contributed to the commercialization of SDOCT technologies. There is still much work
to be done in both the academic and commercial spaces to fully capture the potential of
SDOCT in ophthalmic imaging, and I am looking forward to being a part of those
efforts.
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